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Abstract

In this thesis, I proved a uniqueness theorem of tangent connections at the singularity
for a Yang-Mills connection with an isolated singularity, if every tangent connection
at the singularity of the original connection has also isolated singularity. We also
obtained a convergence estimate of the connection to the tangent connection as the
radius goes to zero. This result shows a local cone-like structure of such Yang-Mills
connections at the singularity. If 'minimal' Yang-Mills connections can be suitably
defined, this result should apply naturally to them. Our method consists of construct-
ing and proving existence of good gauges under which Yang-Mills equations become
elliptic and reducing the problem to the asymptotics problem of a nonlinear damped
evolution equation which is essentially treated in Leon Simon's result in 1983. We
also gave an application of our methods to the Yang-Mills flow and proved that the
Yang-Mills flow exists for all time and has asymptotic limit if the initial value is close
to a smooth local minimizer of the Yang-Mills functional.

Thesis advisor: Gang Tian
Title: Professor of Mathematics
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Introduction

The work of Leon Simon in [SLI] proved a general asymptotic convergence theorem
for the solutions to a class of nonlinear evolution equations of the form

ii - it - M() + R(u) = f, (0.1)

where u = u(x, t), (x, t) E M x [0, T), u(., t) is a smooth section of a vector bundle
E on M; f = f(x, t) is a given function of exponential decay with respect to t, and

M (u) = - grad C is the second order elliptic Euler-Lagrange operator of an "energy
functional" E(u) = fm E(x, u, Vu) on M. The term R(u) is of nonlinear nature and
is 'negligible' when C- norm of u is small. In [SL1], it is proved that a 'complete'
solution of (0.1) which satisfies F(u(t)) - E(0) > -e for e sufficiently small, which
is suitably small on an initial time interval and which does not grow too fast, must
converge asymptotically to a solution of the stationary equation M (w) = 0. This type
of evolution equations arise naturally in certain elliptic geometric variation problems,
especially in problems associated with tangent cone or tangent maps. Such tangent
objects are defined as (weak) limits of dilations of original object at a fixed point. The
existence of such a (weak) limit is usually given by appropriate monotonicity formulae.
The general results about asymptotics of (0.1) were applied in [SLi] to show that
generalized stationary varifold with a tangent cone which has isolated singularity at
one point has unique tangent cone and has a asymptotic cone structure at the point.
For energy minimizing harmonic maps between Riemannian manifolds, assume the
target manifold has analytic structure and analytic metric. If at a certain point on
the domain, the harmonic map has a tangent map which has isolated singularity, then
such a harmonic map has a unique tangent map and an asymptotic cone structure at
the fixed point, as proved in [SL1]. The main theorem in [SL1] is proved under rather
general assumptions; important techniques used in there include blow-up techniques
and an infinite dimensional generalization of Lojasiewicz inequality to the infinite
dimensional case.

Analogous asymptotics problems in differential geometry were also investigated in
[CT] and [MMR]. The work [CT] proved a uniqueness theorem for cone structures at
infinity of Ricci flat manifolds under an integrability assumption on the cone mani-
fold. The work [MMR] study the asymptotic limits of anti-self-dual connections with
finite energy on a cylindrical 4-manifolds and gave applications to computations of
Donaldson invariants.
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INTRODUCTION

In Tian [T], stationary admissible Yang-Mills connections on a vector bundle E
(with compact structure group) on a Riemannian manifold M, which might admit
singularities of codimension 4, are defined and structures of the blow up loci of them
are studied. We can have a local picture of these admissible Yang-Mills connections
by looking at limits of sequences of Yang-Mills connections which are dilations of the
original connection at a fixed point on M, which are called tangent connections of the
original connection at that point. Investigation of tangent connections is meaningful
only when the dimension of M is greater than 4, for in dimension 4, all tangent
connections will be trivial by Uhlenbeck's removable singularity theorem. Tangent
connections at a point may not be unique. If we have the uniqueness, then we have
an asymptotic cone structure of the connection at the given point, which gives a good
local characterization of the connection.

In this paper, we proved the uniqueness of tangent Yang-Mills connections at the
singularity of a stationary Yang-Mills connection with isolated singularity for M of
dimension greater than 4, under the assumption that every tangent connection at
the singularity of the original connection also has isolated singularity. Our condition
can also be construed as: for every sequence of dilated connections of the original
connection at the singularity, there exists a subsequence which converges in C' on
compact subsets of R" \ {0} to a tangent connection which also has isolated singularity
at 0. We conceive that such an assumption should hold naturally for suitably defined
'minimal' Yang-Mills connections on a 5-manifold. However, there is still analytical
work to be done in order to define minimality properly and prove there is indeed
no loss of energy in that case. The difficulty lies in the choice of good spaces of
connections and good gauges. We hope to address this issue in a subsequent paper.

Since we are considering a gauge invariant functional, i.e., the Yang-Mills func-
tional, the Yang-Mills equation is degenerate elliptic and the associated evolution
equation (after a change of coordinates) is not of the form (0.1) unless we fix the
choice of certain gauge. In this thesis we proved the existence of a gauge under which
the evolution equation has the desired form and there is a certain growth control
of the connection which will allows us to modify [SL1]'s proof to prove the conver-
gence result in our case. Our proof borrowed ideas from [MMR], [CT] and [SLi].
We exploited properties of gauge transformations, monotonicity formulae and various
elliptic estimates.

Using our methods, we are also able to prove a result for the Yang-Mills flow. We
showed that the Yang-Mills flow exists for all time and has asymptotic limit if the
initial value is close to a smooth local minimizer of the Yang-Mills functional.

This thesis is organized into four parts. In this first chapter we describe some
known properties of Yang-Mills connections, especially the monotonicity formula and
the compactness theorem. Then we state our main theorem, the uniqueness of the
tangent connections for Yang-Mills connections with isolated singularities. In the
second chapter, we derive the existence of gauge in 'standard form' around a fixed
connection, and we treated some properties of gauge transformations, especially those

10



INTRODUCTION 11

about how we can bound them. Then we prove a proposition which allows us to
choose a good gauge for our purpose and reduce the main theorem to a theorem in
the third chapter. The third chapter modifies the proof in [SLi] to prove the theorem
which applies to give us existence of asymptotic limits of our evolution equation and
completes the proof. In the fourth and final chapter, we proved the result stated
above for the Yang-Mills flow.
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Chapter 1

Background on Yang-Mills
connections

The structure of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1, we introduced
Yang-Mills functional, gauge transformations and Yang-Mills equation on a vector
bundle with compact structure group. We defined stationarity of connections and
proved the monotonicity formula for them in Section 1.2. In Section 1.3, we stated
a priori estimates and compact theorems for Yang-Mills connections. In Section 1.4,
we defined tangent connections via the monotonicity formula and showed that it is
of cone-like structure up to gauge equivalence. In Section 1.5, we stated our main
theorem about uniqueness of tangent connections.

1.1 Yang-Mills connections and some properties

We assume M is an n-dimensional manifold and P is a principle bundle on M with
structure group G. We also assume G is compact with Lie algebra g. Let E be a
vector bundle associated to P with a faithful linear representation p : G -* GL(V),
where V is the fiber type of E. Aut P = P X Ad G is the principal bundle associated
to the Ad representation and we denote by BE the associated bundle to Aut P with
the differential of p, dp: g -÷ End(V). Then gE is a subbundle of End(E). Our main
objects for consideration will be (G-)connections A on E. Let A be a connection
on E which corresponds to a covariant derivative VA : F(E) -+ Q1 (E), which is G-
equivariant . Under a trivialization # : EJu -+ U x V on an coordinate open subset
U E M, A has local expression VA = d + A0, where A0 E Q 1(gE U). We often
suppress the subscript # and use A for this local expression when the trivialization is
clear in the contexts.

We note that there is a unique extension of VA,

VA : F(T(E)) -+ F(T(E) 0 Q1(M))

13



14 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND ON YANG-MILLS CONNECTIONS

for the total tensor bundle

00

T(E) = E(E*)0z O E
i,j=0

which is defined via

(VA(a), 71) = -(a, VAq),

VA(O 0 ) = VA 7 -+0 0VAy,

where a E J(E*), # E 1(E), , -y E F(T(E)) In particular, if a E F(End(E)), then
in local coordinates,

VA(a) = da + [A, a],

where [, ] Q*(End(E)) x Q*(End(E)) -+ Q*(End(E)) is the super Lie brackets
defined by

[T O a, 9 /3]= T A ( 0 (a o / - (- 1 )degrdegr77 0 oa)

for T7,q c Q*(M) and a,/ E End(E). We define dA : QP(T(E)) -4 QP+ 1(T(E)) by
dA = A o VA, i.e.,

dA = VA F(T(E)) -- Q'(T(E)),

dA(a A #) = da A /3+ (-1)deg aa A dAf,

for a E Q*(M), # E F(T(E)). In particular, in local coordinates,

dA(a) = da + A A a (1.1)

dA(#) = d + [A, #] (1.2)

for a E Q*(E) and # E Q*(End(E)).
For a connection A on E, the operator dA o dA : Q*(E) -+ Q*+ 2 (E) happens to be

given by an algebraic operator FAA : Q*(E) _ Q*+ 2 (E), thanks to the fact d o d = 0.

Here FA E Q2 (End(E)) is the curvature of A and locally has the expression

1
FA = dA + A A A = dA + I[A, A]. (1.3)

2

The curvature FA satisfies the Bianchi identity

dAFA = 0. (1.4)

For a fixed connection A on E, every connection B on E gives VB = VA + B', where

B' c Q1(End(E)). Hence the total space A of all connections on E has an affine

space structure modeled on Q1(End(E)). We denote by DiffG(P) the group of all

automorphisms of bundle P, which consists of diffeomorphisms of P which preserves



1.1. YANG-MILLS CONNECTIONS AND SOME PROPERTIES

fibers and are G-equivariant. Denote by Diff(M) the group of diffeomorphisms of M.
Then we have the following exact sequence,

1 - F(Aut P) -+ DiffG(P) -4 Diff(M)

where 7r is the projection to the base manifold M.
Suppose b E DiffG(P) and 7r(') = 0 E Diff(M). There is a natural action of 0
on E = P XAd V which gives a G-equivariant bundle isomorphism. We can define
pullbacks and pushforwards by ' of tensors on M with values in T(E) as follows,

0*(T 0 rj 0 a 0 #) = (0-1)*(r) 0 *(rq) 0 0 -'(a) 0 (p)*(#)

N,(T 0 r/ 0 a 0/3) = ( T)(T) 0 (9 - )*(r9) 0 4(a) 0 (1)*()

for r E P(A*TM), r E F(A*T*M), a E JF(E®') and # E F((E*)*®). The pull back of
connections on E under 4 is defined by

V *A(v) = *(VA( ,V)

for any connection A and any v E F(T(E)).

Lemma 1 The above formula defines a G-connection 4*A and

F*A = *F

Proof. We need to check that V*A satisfies Leibnitz formula and is G-equivariant.

V*A(fv) = ( V)

= 4*(VA((f 0 V-)V))

= *(d(f o V)-1) 0 O*v + f 0 W-1 VA(b*v))

= df 0 v + f *VA( *v).

Since 4 and VA are G-equivariant, so is V *A. Now we observe d *A(v) = 4*(dA(*v))
because dA = A 0 VA and A commutes with 0*. Therefore as an operator on Q* (E),

F*A = d*A o d*A = o dA a * o dA 0 ,

o dA oa = ( *FA).

This implies F*A = *FA E Q2 (BE) -l

As a special case of above, the natural action of the gauge group Aut P on A is
given by

V g(A)(v) = g Va g-1(v)

for g E F(Aut P), A E A and v c IF(E). (Another convention in literature is to
let Vg(A) = - 0 VA a g, this is essentially equivalent and will not affect our result

15



CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND ON YANG-MILLS CONNECTIONS

generally.) This action actually corresponds to change of trivializations on E. Under
local trivialization, if we write VA = d + A, Vg(A) = d + g(A), then

g(A) = gAg- 1 - dgg- 1. (1.5)

We also have from the lemma that FA changes as a tensor and for g E IF(Aut P),

Fg(A) = gFAg 1. (1.6)

Now we assume that M is oriented and is given a Riemmanian structure g and assume

that E is given a G-invariant metric h. h induces a AdG-invariant metric, still denoted
h, on gE C End(E). If G is simple, then this metric coincides with the metric on gE
induced by the Killing form g up to a positive constant.

The Yang-Mills functional YM A -+ R is defined by

YM(A) = I FA 2 dV

Here 2 is given by the bilinear form

(, ): (A*TXM 0 End(E),) x (A*TXM 0 End(E),) - R (1.7)

(T a, 703) = (T, 7)g - (a, #)h (1.8)

for T, 27 E A*TXM, a, #3 E End(E)2. Similarly, we define a bilinear form

(, : (A*TXM 0 End(E),) x (A*TXM 0 End(E),) -+ A*TXM (1.9)

(r O a, n (9 )A,. = (a, )hT A 27 (1.10)

for T, 7 E A*TM, a, 3 E End(E),. We call A a Yang-Mills connection if and only if
A is a critical point of YM on A. In other words, A is Yang-Mills if and only if for

any continuously differentiable family of connections {At}_,<t<e

d- YM(At)=0

A Yang-Mills connection A satisfies the following Yang-Mills equation, which is the

Euler-Lagrange equation for YM,

d* FA = 0. (1.11)

In (1.11), d* : Q*(End(E)) -+ Q*- 1 (End(E)) is the formal adjoint of dA with respect

to the metric (, ) Q*(End(E)) x Q*(End(E)) -+ R defined by

(a, /) = IM(a, )xdV(x).

16



1.1. YANG-MILLS CONNECTIONS AND SOME PROPERTIES

The Bianchi identity (1.4) and Yang-Mills equation (1.11) together give a system
of equations which is a nonlinear analogue of the equation for harmonic forms. We
define an auxiliary bilinear form (, ),: Q*(End(E)) x Q*(End(E)) -+ R by

(a, #)A = (a, )AxdV(x).

We observe that (a, O)A = 0 unless deg a + deg # = n. We extend the Hodge star
operator * on forms linearly to bundle valued forms and observe that

(a, /) = (a, *O)A = (- 1 )dega(n-deg a)(*a, O)A,

(*a, /) = (a,3)A.

Lemma 2 Under local coordinates, if a E QP(End(E)), then

d* (a) = d*a + (- 1 )(-l)n+l * [A, *a] = (l)(p-l)n+l * dA * a

Proof. We prove the claim by direct computation,

(d* a, #) = (a, dA/) = (a, do + [A, 0])

= (d*a, f) + (-1)p(n-p)(*a, [A,/ 3 ])A

= (d*a,/3) + (--1)("-)([*a, A], /),
= (d*a, /) + (-1)p(n-p)(*[*a, A], /)

(d*a + (-1)p(n-p)+l.(n-p)+1 * [A, *a], #)

= (d*a + (-1)(p-)n+l * [A, *a], /)

Examples. 1) Yang-Mills connections on a four-dimensional manifold have been
the subject of many important and fruitful works. This dimension is quite spe-
cial, essentially due to the decomposition SO(4) = SO(3) x SO(3) or Spin(4) =
Spin(3) x Spin(3). The Hodge operator * satisfies *2 - Id : A2M - A2 M. This
leads us to define a smooth connection to be anti-self-dual (ASD) if

*FA = -FA.

By the above lemma, we have

d*FA = - * dA * FA = *dAFA = 0,

by the second Bianchi identity. If G = SU(k) and k > 2, we are actually able to
show that ASD connections are minimizers of Yang-Mills functional among smooth
connections on the same bundle E by the following argument. Decompose FA =

17



CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND ON YANG-MILLS CONNECTIONS

FA+ FX by anti-self-dual and self-dual parts. Then since the Killing form on SU(k)
is given by (A, B) = -tr(AB), we have

|FA|2 dV = -tr(FA A *FA)= -tr(FA A FA) + tr(FX A

Jtr(Fi A Fj) + tr(FX A F) = Jtr(FA A FA) = -47r 2 c2 (E).

The equality holds if and only A is ASD. Here we used the property

(F , F) =tr(FZ AF7) =tr(*FZAF) = -(FZF) = 0.

Uhlenbeck's removable singularity theorem [Ul] asserted that if A is a Yang-Mills

connection on E, a vector bundle on a four dimensional manifold M, such that A

is smooth outside a point x E M, YM(A) < oc, then the bundle Elm\{x} can be

extended to a bundle E' on M and A can be extended to a smooth connection A' on

E'. This remarkable theorem together with compactness results (for example, [U2])

allow us to give a good compactification of the moduli space of ASD connections,
which has important applications to four dimensional differential topology such as

defining the Donaldson invariants.
2) Connections on manifolds of dimension at least 5 will be our main concern in this

paper since this is the case where singularities are likely to occur. There is an analogy

to ASD as defined in [T]. Assume Q is a closed (n - 4) calibration form (see [HL] for

example) on M, A is called Q-ASD if

Q A FA =-* FA. (1.12)

There is topological expression of YM(A) for an Q-ASD connection A in terms of

Chern classes and the class represented by Q (See [T]). On a Kdhler manifold of

dimension 2m, if we take = ( (which is a calibration form by the Wirtinger
inequality, see [HL] for example), then A is Q-ASD if and only the bundle E has a

holomorphic structure, and A is Hermitian-Yang-Mills under this structure. In this

case A is an absolute minimizer of YM among smooth connections on E. In [T],
(A, S) is defined as an admissible Yang-Mills connection if S C M, Hn 4 (S) = 0, A

is a smooth connection on M \ S with d* FA = 0 on M \ S and YM(A) < oc.

1.2 Stationarity and Monotonicity formulae

We shall derive the variation formula of the Yang-Mills functional under variations in-

duced by vector fields on the underlying manifold. Fix a smooth covariant derivative

VAo on E. Let {',t}_,<t<, be a 1-parameter family of compactly supported diffeo-

morphisms of M with 00 = Id. We have a lifting to a 1-parameter family {Pt} in

DiffG(P) by letting 't (p) = Tt (p) for p E P. Here rt : P -+ P is the parallel transport

18



1.2. STATIONARITY AND MONOTONICITY FORMULAE 19

with respect to VA0 defined by horizontal lift of the path Ot(7r(p)), -e < t < E. Since
parallel transport commutes with G-action, we see that 4 t E DiffG(P). Hence for any
connection A on E, by Lemma 1, we obtain a family of connections At = 4t*(A). And
we have FAt = ",*(FA). If A is Yang-Mills, then

d 
dIY M ( At) = |F At12 dV, = 0

tt=0 dt= M

Assume {ej}_ 1 is a local orthonormal basis for TM around x E M, then

|FA(x)|2= |1*FA(x) 2 = ((/*FA (ei, e))(x), ( 1*FA) (ei, ej)) (x),h
1i<jin

|FA(VIt~ei, 4t*ej) ( (xI (x),h
1<i<j<n

We have the last step because as parallel transports, Vt preserves the product h on
E. By change coordinates x -+ '7-(x) and assume that

d
- Ot = X

t=o

we have

d IF2IF1
Ft ,(V -(x)) = |F * pej (Ot1 (x)), Ot e (o 'i-(x)) (x x ,h

_t= t=O i< jan

= -4 1 (FA([X, ej], ej), FA(ei, ej)),h
1 i<jsn

Therefore, if X is supported on a neighborhood on which ej are defined, we have

d I0 =0 I |At|2 dV,dt= M

d I |Ft (0 t1 (X)2; -1( tdV,dt= M

= - |2 divX+4 (FA([X, ej], ej), FA(e, ej))dV (1.13)
1<i<j<n

where J denote the Jacobian of maps and we used

d
Ot*ej(4- 1(x)) = -[X, ej](x)

dt=od J(0--1) = - div X
dtt=O
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Since [X, ej] = Vxej - VeX, where V is the Levi-Civita connection on M, we have

E (FA([X, ej], ej), FA(ei, ej)) (1.14)
1<i<j<n

- ~{(FA(VeiX, ej), FA(e, ej) - FA(Vxei, e1), FA(e, ej))}
1<i<jsn

= - ~E {(FA(VeX, ej), FA(ei,ej) - (Vxeiek)FA(ekej), FA(ei,ej)}
1<i<j<n

= - ~ (FA(VeX, ej), FA(ejej))
1<i<j<n

where we used (Vxei, ek) + (Vxek, ei) = 0. In summary, we have the following first
variation formula (with respect to variations defined by vector fields as above) for
smooth Yang-Mills connections

IM FA12 div X - 4 (FA(Ve X, ej), FA(ei, ej))dV (1.15)

We observe that (1.15) is independent of the choice of the basis ej and in above we
only used the first covariant derivative of X, therefore this formula is true for any
compactly supported C1 vector field X on M. We also note that (1.15) doesn't on
the covariant derivative VAo which we used to lift ot to t.

Definition. A connection A is stationary if the first variation formula is true for A
with any compactly supported C1 vector field X on M.

Assume A is a stationary connection. We have the following important monotonicity
formula by Price [P] (also see Tian [T]). Let injrad(x) denote the injective radius of
x E M.

Propostion 1 For any x E M, there exists positive constants A = A(x) and rx <
injrad(x) which only depend the supremum bound of curvature of M, such that if
0 < o- < p < rx, then

p--e^P j FAI2 dV - A^-e^" j FAI 2 dVg (1.16)
J Bx J B, (X)

> 4 r 4 r FA dV
fBp(x)\B, (x) O

p4-ne--^P FA| 2 dV - o 4-ne-A j FA|2 dV (1.17)

< 4 r4-n --J FA dVg
JBp(x)\B,(x) Or

20
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Proof. For a normal coordinate neighborhood Bro (0) around x, we choose an or-
thonormal basis {ei, e2 ,... , 1 '}, where r is the distance to x. We shall choose
the test vector field of the form

Xa
Or

where (r) is a function with support in [-1, ro]. We have

V X a = (a+r')

and
VeiX = (ej + O(r2 ))

by properties of normal coordinates. Substitute the above in (1.16), we obtain

JBP(X)
AFA|2 ('r + (n - 4) + O(r 2 ) )dVq = 4 JBP W

2

FA

Now we set = ((r, T) = 77(1) for 0 < T < ro, where 7 E C([-1, 00)),
forr< 1 ,q(r) =Oforr> 1+e,0<e< land '(r) <0. Theny
Substitute into (1.18), we have

TI'(T) + ((4 - n) + O(T 2 ))I(T)= 4J'(T )

(1.18)

r7(r) = 1,

r -r

(1.19)

where

I(T) = JBr(X)

J(T) = 'BrW

S(r, T)IFA 2 dVg

S2
S(r, TF) JFA

Or

Let e -+ 0 and choose q7 accordingly so that n -+ X[-,,1] in the space of functions of
bounded variations, (1.19) gives for a.e. ro > r > 0,

|FA1 2 - ((n - 4) + 0(r2))
JB (X)

AFA|2 > 4T j

Assume that if T < ro, then |0( 2 )| < A'T 2 , here A' depends on supremum norm of
the curvature of M around x. Multiplying both sides of (1.20) by T-eA'roT yields

F'r
2  - a

FA1 2 ) >-nJB,(x) 4 T

2

FA (1.21)

Integrating in T from o- to p and setting A = A'ro, rx = ro will give us (1.16). (1.17)
may be obtained similarly. E

T f
/ &Br-(x)

a
Or

2

(1.20)

dT (e ' T i ' - W



CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND ON YANG-MILLS CONNECTIONS

1.3 Compactness theorem for Yang-Mills connec-
tions

We have the following a priori estimate for smooth Yang-Mills connections proven by
Uhlenbeck and also by Nakajima [Na]. The proof of it needs a Weitzenb6ck formula
for bundle-valued 2 forms. It can be proven by using a method similar to Schoen's
methods ([S1] or [SY]) in proving an a priori estimate for harmonic maps.

Propostion 2 Assume A is a smooth Yang-Mills connection. There exists e =

E(n) > 0 and C = C(M, n) > 0 such thatfor any x E M, p < rx, if p- fB |F AF|2 dV
e, then

p2 IFAI(x) C (1 FA|2 dV) (1.22)

Compactness theorems about Yang-Mills connections are proven in Uhlenbeck [U2],
Nakajima [Na], Tian [T]. The proof of the compactness theorem stated below employs

the above a priori estimate and the monotonicity formula.

Propostion 3 Assume { Ai} is a sequence of smooth Yang-Mills connections on E,
with YM(Ai) < A, where A is a constant. Then there exist a closed subset S of M

with H- 4 (S) < oC, constant e > 0, a nonnegative Hn-4 -integrable function a on S,
a subsequence {Ai, }, gauge transformations oa E '(AutP) and a smooth Yang-Mills

connection on M\S, such that the following holds:

(1) On any compact set K c M\S, or (Ai,) converges to A in C' topology.

(2) |FAj.I 2dV/ -+ OH--4 LS + IFA|2dV as measures on U.

The closed set S of Hausdorff codimension > 4 may be given by

S= {x E M: liminf p4-" J FAi 12 ;> E} (1.23)
p-+,j-*00 BP(x)

where e is as in Prop. 2. S is called the blow-up locus of the sequence {Aij }. This

theorem remains true if we relax the requirement that Ai are smooth to that Ai are

stationary admissible Yang-Mills connections with singularity sets Si and Hn-4 (S,) =

0. In [T], it is proved the the blow-up locus of a sequence of stationary Yang-Mills

connections is an (n - 4)-rectifiable set.

1.4 Tangent Yang-Mills connections

Let A be a stationary admissible Yang-Mills connection on (M, g) with Hn-4(S) = 0

for the singular set S. Assume x E M, for any A E (0, 1), let TA : TxM -+ TxM be
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1.4. TANGENT YANG-MILLS CONNECTIONS

the scaling map given byrx : v -+ Av and rA : B(x) -+ B,(x) be the map induced
on neighborhood of x in M via expx : TxM -+ M,

hT(y) = (expx)TA(expx) 1

where rx < injrad(x) is the constant as in Prop. 1. We also view ?T as a map on
bundle E via a local trivialization. Define scaling of the metric and A by

gA= A- 2g, AA = ;r*A (1.24)

Then AA is a stationary admissible Yang-Mills connection with respect to gA and the
singularity of AA has zero H"-'-measure as well. By monotonicity formula (1.16),

I |Fga 2dV = A4-l ( FA|2dV < C | FA 2dVg = A (1.25)
fB, (0'gc) JBA r(0) JB r(0)

for 0 < r < rx. Hence for any sequence A -+ 0, AAX satisfies the assumption of
Prop. 3 (although the metric is changing with Ai, we observe that gA converges to the
standard flat metric on R" as A -+ 0 and the compactness theorem Prop. 3 remains
true). There exists a subsequence, still denoted {Ai}, blow-up locus So c R" = T'M
with a positive H -4-integrable density function 0, gauge transformations 0-, such
that u-i(AA,) converges to a Yang-Mills connection A0 in C' topology on any subset
of R" \ So. We observe that AA, and oi are defined on BA-i (0) and the limiting
connection A0 is an admissible Yang-Mills connection defined on Rn \ So with respect
to the standard metric on R7. The triple (A 0 , So, 6) is called a tangent connection of
A at 0. It was shown in [T] 5.3.1 that

Lemma 3 With notations as above, we have

SJFO = 0, (1.26)

-9= 0, a.SO=So, Va>0. (1.27)
Or

In other words, the radial part of the curvature of A0 vanishes and So, E are radially
symmetric.

Proof. For simplicity, we assume Hn-4(S) = 0 and only show (1.26) here. In the
general case, (1.26) together with (1.27) may be shown with a generalized mono-
tonicity formula. Now (1.16) implies that (notice A = 0 since the metric on R" is
flat)

p-j JFA0| 2 dx - - |FA0 I12 dx (1.28)

> 4 r 4- 1 FAo dx
Bp (0)\B, (0) r
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND ON YANG-MILLS CONNECTIONS

However, for any p > 0, we have

p4-n 1 Fn2g __4-n |F|2V
P~f 'BP(O 1x=im (Ai)4J FA12 dVg

JB B(0) i -400 J B\ P xW

= lim J F| 2 dV > 0
r +00 JB BWx

Therefore, both sides of (1.28) are zero and

S 4 -" - JFAO dx = 0 (1.29)
Bp(0)\B,(0) ar

This implies (1.26). D

The following lemma implies that tangent connections of Yang-Mills connections are
radially symmetric up to gauge equivalence, at least if they are smooth on R" \ {0}.
Using this we shall usually assume a tangent connection is the pullback of a connection
on Sn-1.

Lemma 4 If A is a smooth connection on the trivial bundle (R \ {0}) x V such that

aJ FA =0, (1.30)

then there exists a smooth gauge transformation - on (Rn \ {0}) x V such that -(A) =

p*(A0) for a smooth connection A0 on the trivial bundle Sn- 1 x V, where p : (R \
{0}) x V -+ Sn-1 x V is the radial projection.

Proof. By changing coordinates via # : x -+ (w, t) on R \ {0}, where W = - and

t = - log IxI, we may assume A is a smooth connection on S"-1 x R and

-JFA = 0. (1.31)at
Decompose A = a(t) + /(t)dt (under the trivialization of the bundle), where a(t) E

Q1 (OE Sn-'), 0(t) E F(gEjSn-1). Let r E IF(Aut P) with a-(-, t) E F(Aut Pisn-1) for
fixed t, be a solution to the following ODE

at) = o(t)o(t), t E R (1.32)at
-(1) = Id E P(Aut PIsn-1) (1.33)

Then,

au(t)
-(A) = -(t)(a(t)) + (o(t)#M(t)o(t) at (t) 1)dt = o-(t) (a(t))

has no radial part. And (1.30) gives that

a Aa U(o- (t)(a))
0 = JF = - da = - at

Hence "(o(t)(a)) = 0 and o-(A) = o(t)(a(t)) = p*(Ao) for some connection A 0 on S- 1 .
E49
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1.5 Statement of the main theorem

Assume M is of dimension n > 5. Now we can state our main result as follows.

Theorem 1 Let A be a smooth stationary Yang-Mills connection on bundle E on
M \ {x}. Assume that every tangent connection (A 0 , So, 6) of A at x has isolated
singularity at 0, i.e. So C {0}, A0 is smooth on R7 \ {0} and E - 0. Then the
tangent connection of A is unique up to gauge transformations. Let A0 = p*(Ao) be
the tangent connection in a suitable gauge, i.e., the pull back a Yang-Mills connection
A 0 on S"- 1 under the radial projection map p : R7 \ {x} -+ S--1. Then there exists
gauge transformation T on M \ {x} such that

T(A)r lSn-1 2 AO asr-+0

where T(A)r is the rescaled connection under the map (t, x) H-+ (rt, x). Furthermore,
there exists constant Ck and a > 0, such that

IT(A)r lSn-1 - Aojck(sn-1) < CkJ log ri-a

Remark. 1) The assumption in the theorem is equivalent to that for every sequence
of dilated connections of the original connection at the singularity, there exists a
subsequence which converges in C' on compact subsets of R" \ {0} to a tangent
connection which has isolated singularity at 0.
2) The theorem implies a connection satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1 locally
has a asymptotic cone-like structure at the singularity. If A has a discrete set of
isolated singularities, then the theorem applies to every singularity and gives local
asymptotic cone-like structure of the connection at each of them. It would be interest-
ing to construct examples of such connections with isolated singularities on compact
manifolds.
3) We have a remark at the end of Chapter 3 about the slow convergence rate to the
tangent connection.
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Chapter 2

Constructions of Gauges

This chapter is mainly about construction of gauges in our proof. In Section 2.1,
we derived the Yang-Mills equations under a change of coordinates (geometrically
we change a punctured disk into a cylinder) and restate Theorem 1 under this co-
ordinates. In Section 2.2, we described some ways to bound gauges and tangent
connections. In Section 2.3, we showed the existence of a 'standard form' gauge for
connections on a cylinder and gave some a priori elliptic estimates for connections in
standard form. In Section 2.4, we showed the existence of a standard form gauge on
a time interval with a certain condition at the end of the maximal existence interval
of the above gauge. In Section 2.5, we derived estimates of the growth and bound of
the connection under the above gauge at the end of the maximal time interval. We
leave the completion of the proof of Theorem 1 until Chapter 3.

2.1 A change of coordinates

Since our problem in Theorem 1 is of local nature, we may assume E is a trivial bundle
with product metric on B2 (0) which has standard flat metric. Nonstandard metrics
only give rise to a perturbation term which do not affect our proof following essentially
(also see the remark following Lemma 5) . To facilitate our proof later, we make a
change of coordinates. Consider the diffeomorphism map # : B2 (0) -+ x [0, oc)
defined by O(x) = (w(x),t(x)), where w(x) = x E S" 1 , t(x) = -log(x) c R.lxi
With a little ambiguity, we use E also to represent (#*) 1 (E). We have (#*)- (A) =

A(t) +/(t)dt, where A E Q(End E), # E Q0 (End E).

Lemma 5 The Yang-Mills equation d* FA = 0 is equivalent to the following system
of equations,

- (n - 4)A - d* FA - dA/ + (n - 4)dA/ + *[3, *dAO] = 0 (2.1)

d* (A- dAO) = 0 (2.2)
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CHAPTER 2. CONSTRUCTIONS OF GAUGES

Proof. Recall that from Lemma 2, d* () = d* *[B, * ] = (*d * + *[B, *(]),
for cQ* (End E). The signs depend on n and deg . We know that d commutes
with (#*-, therefore we only need to investigate the behavior of * under (#*)-* Let
go be the standard metric in R", g the standard product metric on Sn-1 x R, and
p = (0*)--(go) be the pushforward metric of go. Let *no, *n, *n and * be the Hodge
operator associated to respectively go, g, and the standard metric Sn-1. Let do, dn
and d be the exterior differential on respectively R7 , S"- 1 x R and S"- 1. If (dwo, dt)
is local orthonormal basis of T1 (S"- 1 x R) with respect to g, it is easy to see that

(e tdwi, -e-tdt) constitute an orthonormal basis for j. Hence

= e2tg, (a,) = e2 deg It(a, #)g, dV = e-ntdV (2.3)

Therefore

a A /0 =(a, f) dV = e 2 deg Ot(a, /)ge--tdV = e-(n- 2deg /)ta A * /

That is
0 = e-(n-2deg3)t n

We can now begin the calculation, first

d* FA = (*nodnO *no FA + *no [A, *no FA])

and we have
(#*) -(FA) = FA - (A - dA/)dt

For simplicity, let 7 = (A dA/)dt.

(#*)1(*nodn0 *no FA) = 7ndn7 n((FA - rdt) = e(n-2)t *n dne- (-4)*n (FA -- dt)

= -e 2t{*d * FA +, - (n-- 4  +(*d * 7 ) A dt}

(#-*)--(*nO[A, *noFA]) = n [A + /dt, n(FA - rjdt)]

= e2t *n [A + fdt, *n(FA - rjdt)]
= e2t{*[A, *rjjdt - (*[A, *FA] - *[,3, *1])

Combining the above two equalities, we obtain

(#*)-1(d* FA) = ke2t{(*d * 27 + *[A, *2)]) A dt - (n - 4)77 - d* FA -*[3, *))

Hence A is Yang-Mills if and only if the dt part and the vertical part without dt above
are zero. This gives the two equations in the lemma. 0

Since this cylindrical coordinate representation is quite convenient for us, we shall
restate Theorem 1 in terms of this coordinate system. For this we assume from now
on in this chapter M = Sn-1, and E is a vector bundle on M with compact structure
group G. We shall consider connections on the bundle E x [0, oc) on M x [0, oc). We
let the bundle E x [0, oc) and the manifold M x [0, oo) have the product metric.

For notations, we use caligraphic letters A, Ao, etc to represent connections on
E x I, where I is an interval of possibly infinite length (occasionally they also represent
connections on a bundle on U C R7 ); we use A, Ao, B, etc to represent connections
on E.
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Remark. 1) E shall be trivial in our proof of Theorem 1. However, almost all
arguments (except those about stationarity as in Section 3.5) we used work for E
nontrivial, in which case we can just fix a smooth connection A on E and replace in
our arguments A by A - A, d and d* by dA and d* etc.

2) In general, if the metric on B1(0) is not standard, in normal coordinates it is of
the form go+ 0(r2 ). Under our change of coordinates, it only makes a difference with
exponential decay since r = e-. Such a fast decaying perturbation will not affect the
validity of our arguments later.

In our conformal change of coordinates B2 (0) -> S"-1 x [0, 00), g = e-2tj from

(2.3), therefore we define the Yang-Mills functional on M x [0, oc) by

YM (A) = IMx [0,00) FA(x) 2 en-4)dxdt

where I is taken under the standard product metric. The Yang-Mills functional on
E is the usual one

YM(A) = IM FA|2dx

Notice that if A = A (t)+# (t)dt, then the Euler-Lagrange equation of YM on E x [0, oc)
is given by (2.1) and (2.2).

Given a connection A on E x [0, oc) and A > 0, we define the rescaling of A
by Ax = A*(A), where A : E x [0, oo) -+ E x [0, oo) is the translation A : (v, t) i-4

(v, t + A),Vv E E, t > 0.
Let A be a smooth Yang-Mills connection on the bundle E x [0, oo). We call the

following requirements property (C):

For any sequence of positive numbers {Ai} going to infinity, there exists
a subsequence {Ai, } such that after smooth gauge transformations, the
sequence {Ax } converges in C on compact subsets of M x [0, oo) to

some connection Ao on E x [0, oc) which is the pullback of a Yang-Mills
connection Ao on E under p : E x [0, oo) -+ E.

By abuse of terminology, we shall call such an Ao a tangent connection (at infinity)
of A.

Assume A = #* (A1 ) for some Yang-Mills A1 on B, (0) C R" satisfies the hypotheses
of Theorem 1, then by compactness theorem and and Lemma 4, we see that A satisfies
property (C) above. Now we can state our theorem as follows.

Theorem 2 Let A be a smooth Yang-Mills connection with property (C) as above
and the pull back connection A1 is stationary on B,(0), then A has a unique tangent
connection Ao up to smooth gauge transformations on E. And there exists gauge
transformation - on E x [0, oo) and constants Ck > 0 for any positive integer k and
a > 0, depending on A, such that

Io(A)IEx{t} - AolCk(M) < Ck~tI(4

29
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CHAPTER 2. CONSTRUCTIONS OF GAUGES

where we view -(A)|Ex{t} as a connection on E via the identification E x {t} E E
and Ck norm is taken with respect to a fixed smooth connection on E.

Next we shall describe the various norms of connections we are going to work with.
Fix /t E (0, 1) and k a nonnegative integer. Choose a finite covering of coordinate
opens {Uj}I, with coordinate maps #i : Uj -+ V C R7, such that there are trivi-
lizations 4'j Eju, -+ Uj x V. We then choose a partition of unity {X2} subordinate
to {Uj}, i.e., Xi E C (M), supp Xi C Uj and E'Xi = 1. We define the Ck,, norm on

mixed tensors in T(E) o A*M by

m

TO cCk,,(M) = XiTo a)1ck,,(U)
i=1

where Xi(T 0 a) is viewed as a map from Uj to T(V) 0 A*R via the trivializations

#i and Oi and Ck, norm is then taken for the standard vector-valued functions on

R". Similarly we may define CkA norms for tensors of a bundle on a manifold with

boundary, say E x I on M x I, if we choose trivializations at the boundary suitably.

It can be checked that this definition of norm depends on different choices of the triv-

ializations only up to equivalence of norms. We also observe that the usual Schauder

theories for elliptic operators on H6lder spaces hold through for these bundle valued

H6lder spaces (by a partition argument, for example). Later on, we shall assume

k > 3 is some constant.

Remark. The reason we use H6lder norms rather than Sobolev norms is that the

restriction to submanifolds of Ck4 functions are Ck,, functions, which makes many
statements simpler. However, it should be observed that the Sobolev norms also work

for the proof.

For simplicity of notations, we let

|AlCk,p := AlCk'p(M),

JA(t)ckt(I) sup A(t)|ck,,(M).
tEI

JAI*ck,,,() := Alck,p(MxI)-

Here the presence of * emphasizes the fact that we take the derivative with respect

to time t into account, while as the absence of * expresses the opposite. We define

the following anisotropic H6lder norms which shall be useful for us in later statement

of propositions.

Di
>sup IV a(t) Ck+1-i-3j,(M) (2.5)

O<j!k,O<i+jgk+l

The space C(k,l),I(I), of course, is defined by those sections such that the norm as

in (2.5) is finite. The difference between C(k,l),p (I) and Ck+1,, (I) norms are that
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the former only take up to k-th derivative to t, thus distinguishing the 'time' direc-
tion t and the 'spatial' direction on M. Note that Ja(t) C(ko),p(I) = a(t) *k,, (I) and

Ja(t)c(o,k),p(I) = ja(t)ckA(I). We also define the following space of connections:

Sk'L(I) = {A + /dt : A(t) E C(k,0),p/(I), 3(t) E C(k-1,1),(I)} (2.6)

And we let the norm be

JA + /dtlsk,-(I) = JAlc(k,o),(I) + 1 ck-1,1>, (I) (2.7)

The natural space of gauges for connections in SkI(I) is given by gauges in C(kl),p(I).

We see from the formula

g(A + /dt) = gAg- - dg g- 1 + (gg-1 - ag 1)dt (2.8)

that C(k,1),,v(I) gauges act on Sk,"I(I) continuously.

For notations of L 2 and Sobolev norms, by fixing smooth covariant derivatives on
E and on E x I, we define

||Ail = ( | |d -i

IIA|I = (I xA12dtd-) ,
JMxI

||A||Hi 0 mIV 2 .a

|IAllHH ( I)JM V A2do- .

We often abuse notation and use A to represent the connection p* (A) on M x I; the
meaning should be clear from the context. The gauge transformations are usually
assumed to have one higher order of smoothness than the connections they act on;
hence by F(Aut P) we often mean Ck+ll (M, Aut P). Let Stab(A) = E F(Aut P)

o-(A) = A}.
Assume A satisfies property (C), then we obviously have

Lemma 6 Given L > 0. For any sequence of positive numbers { R} going to infinity,
there exists a subsequence i', gauge transformations o-i E F (Aut P x [ Ri, Ri + L]) and
a tangent Yang-Mills A on M of A, such that

lim Io-2 (A) - A Ik([RR,+L]) = 0
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2.2 Some properties of gauges

We give some well-known yet very useful facts about norms of gauges in the next
lemma.

Lemma 7 Let A0 and A1 be connections in Ckj(I). Let a be a gauge on I,
a) If max{IAo|* k,,( 1 ), U(AO ) Ik,,(I)} < C. Then there exists C1 = C1(k,C) such that

1o-C* k+l,p(I) C1

b) If |-|*k,() C, then there exists C1 = C(k)C 2 such that

Ju(A1 ) - -(Ao) *k,m(I) < C1 |Ao - Al|*k, (J )

Proof. a) We have

d. a- = (u(Ao) - Ao) - (2.9)

We also observe the fact that Il-Ico < C since the fiber of Aut P, G, is compact.
Therefore we can apply a bootstrapping procedure to (2.9) and prove the required
estimates. This estimate is standard, see for example [DK].
b) We have

-(A 1) - -(Ao) = - - (A1 - Ao) -a-1 (2.10)

Notice that d(u-1) = -or d-'- and therefore,

l1  Ci*k,m(I) < C(k) Juck,(I) (2.11)

Combining (2.10) and (2.11), we have the required bounds. E

Remark. The above lemma also holds for other suitable spaces of connections and

natural spaces of gauges acting on them. For examples, the lemma is true for connec-
tions in Sk,g(I) and gauges in C(kl),/I(I), while as in (b) we only need C(k,O),P bound

of gauges; for connections in CkhI(M) and gauges in Ck+1,1,(M), while as in (b) we
only need Ckhf, (M) bound of gauges. Such bounds for gauges and gauge transformed
differences between connections are crucial to us and frequently used in below and

we shall use them often implicitly.

The following lemma asserts the existence of gauge under which the H6lder norms of

the connection is minimal.

Lemma 8 Assume A is a connection on E with |AIck,, < oc. Then there exists

g E Ck+lpi(AutP) with

|g(A)|ck,p= inf Ih(A)|ck,p
hECk+1,y(Aut P)
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Proof. Choose a sequence g C Ck+1,I(Aut P) such that

lim Ig,(A)Ick,, = inf Jh(A)Ick, :
n-+oo hECk+1,p(Aut P)

By Lemma 7, we have IgnICk+1,, < C. Hence there exists a subsequence gn, such that

gn, - g in Ck+1 and we have |gIck+1,, K C. Now gn,,Ag-, n/ gAg- 1 in Ck A and
dgn, gn1 -+ dg g- 1 in Ck. These imply that gn' (A) -+ g(A) in Ck, therefore,

|g(A)Ick,A < lim inf Ign,(A)|Ck,A = 6
n-+oo

Assume A is a Yang-Mills connection with property (C). In the following lemma we
give an interesting fact about the set of tangent connections of A. It may be viewed
as compactness of the tangent connections up to gauge equivalence. Although the
lemma itself is trivial in view of Theorem 1, the idea and result of its proof is useful
in later parts.

Lemma 9 Let C = {the set of tangent connections of A }, then there exists c1 =

c1(k, A) > 0 such that for any A E C, there exists g E Ck+1,p (AutP) with |g(A)|ck,A <

cl.

Proof. Assume the contrary, then by Lemma 8, there exists a sequence of tangent
Yang-Mills connections Ai E 0 k, of A, with

Ailck,p = inf Jh(Ai)ICk,,
hECk+1,A(Aut P)

lim IAiIck,, 00.
-+00

Since Ai are tangent connections of A, for any sequence ei -+ 0, there exists Ri > 0,
Ri -+ 00 and gi C F(Aut P x [R, Ri + 1]) with

gi (A) - Ai, ei (2.12)

We shall determine 6i later to produce a contradiction. Applying Lemma 6 to the
sequence {Ri} with L = 1, there exists a subsequence, which we still denote by {Ri}
for simplicity, a tangent Yang-Mills connection A E 0 k,A and gauge transformations

g EF(Aut P x [Ri-, Ri + 1]) such that

lim Jg (A) - A*k,t,([Rj,R+1]) = 0

Denote co := JAIck,, < 00. For 0 < e < min{, 1}, choose i sufficiently large such
that

A Ick,p > 2co + 1, (2.13)
Ig'(A) - A* k,<([RR.+l) (2.14)
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Let hi = g'g-1 be a gauge on Ii. By dhi = hi gi(A) - g'(A) hi, (2.12), (2.14) and a
bootstrapping procedure similar to Lemma 7, we have (denote Ii = [Ri, Ri + 1])

|hit Ck+l,(I. cl(jgj(A)jCk,p(Id) + g (A)jck,t(I.)) (A + 2tAitck,) (2.15)

by (2.13) < 4ck|Ai ck,,

By Lemma 7,

jhi(gi(A)) - hi(Ai) I*k,A(I.) Ck(lhil*k+ 1,(I)2 1g,(A) - Ajj*Ck,t(I,

by (2.12) and (2.15) ckeiAi2 k,/ <cki-1,

if we choose Ei < i- 1|Ai -. We next have

Ihi(Ai)I* k,t(I) < Ihi(gi(A)) - hi(Ai) I*k,t(I) + h2(g(A)) - A+* k,A(i) + A ICk,p

< Cki- 1  6 + cO < 2c0

if i is sufficiently large and E is sufficiently small such that Cki~ 1 + E < co. Take
g = hi(Ri), then g E Ck+1,. Noticing that (hi(Ai))(t) = hi(t)(Ai) + (- a)dt, we
have

jg(Aj)Ick,p 5 Jhi(Ai)*Ck,1(I) < 2co (2.16)

This is a contradiction to the fact that Ai is in the minimal gauge and JAI Ck,, >

2c 0 + 1. E

2.3 Connections in standard form

For Yang-Mills connections, there is a standard way of fixing gauge, i.e. the Coulomb
gauge (also called the Hodge gauge). We say B is in Coulomb gauge relative to A if

d* (B - A) = 0

(see [DK] or [FU] for example). The above Coulomb gauge equation and the Yang-
Mills equation (1.11) form an elliptic system. In the following, we find a suitable
gauge for a connection A on E x I, I being an interval of possibly infinite length.
Our choices of gauge are based on the ideas in Morgan, Mrowka and Ruberman
[MMR, 2.4.3].

Lemma 10 Assume A is a smooth connection on E x I and A0 is a smooth connection
on E. There exists positive E1 depending only on A 0 and C = C(A0 ) > 0 such that if

JA - Ao jsk,M(I) < 61,

I

(2.1)
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then there exists a gauge transformation o- C C(k'l),p(J), such that -(A) = A(t) +

(t)dt = Ao + a(t) + /(t)dt satisfies

d*o(A(t) - Ao) = d* a(t) = 0 (2.18)

/(t) E Ker(dA)' (2.19)

jo(A) - Ao skA(I) -< C(1 + I) A - Ao lsk,,l(I) (2.20)

where a(t) G Q'(gE) and Ker(dA) ' C Ig E). Furthermore, o is unique up to the

pullback of an element of Stab(Ao), i.e., up to the action by p*(T) E F(AutP x I),
p: AutP x I - AutP, and T E Stab(Ao) C F(AutP).

Following the terminology in [MMR], we call the choice of gauge in the above lemma
a standard form of A around A0 . Notice the condition d* ((A(t) - Ao) = 0 means
A(t) is in Coulomb gauge relative to A0 . In the lemma, if I = 00, then (2.20) has
no content.

Proof. We divide the choice of gauge into two steps. First we find a gauge under
which the Coulomb gauge condition (2.18) is satisfied. Consider the gauge action
map

4: Ck+1,p (Aut P) x (CkII(Al 0 gE) n Ker(d* 0 )) -+ Ck,'(Al 0 BE)

(g, a) '-+ dA.g g- +ag-ag

The differential of this map at (0, 0) is

D c :X Ck+1,p(A'( 0E) X k Ck,p 1g(A' 0E)

(h, b) H dA0h+b

It is well-known that the restriction of D1' to

(Ck+l,p (BE) n Ker(dAo) _) X (CkI'('( B E) n Im(d*O))

is an invertible map with continuous inverse map for the appropriate norms. The
second component above corresponds to the tangent space of gauge equivalent orbits
of connection A0 , and the first component above corresponds to the tangent space of
the moduli space of connections (at least when Ao is irreducible), which is transverse
to the gauge orbits. We can write down the inverse of the map as (DD)-1 (a) = (h, b),
where h = (d* dA)- 1 (d* a) and b = a - dA 0h. Here we used the fact that

d* dA0 : Ck+1,,(gE) n Ker(dA0 )' -÷ Ck-l'p(Al 0 gE) n Ker(d*0 ) (2.21)

is invertible and has a continuous inverse. Using implicit function theorem, we see
that a left inverse T of 4 can be defined in a neighborhood of (0, 0) and IF is continuous
in the H6lder norms.
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Now assume A = A(t) + f(t)dt = Ao + a(t) + f(t)dt satisfies (2.17). It follows
that la(t) c(k,),g(I) Ei, Vt c I. If E, is sufficiently small, then we can apply I to
a(t) to obtain T(a(t)) (g(t), ai(t)). Viewing g as a gauge transformation of E x I,
we have

g(A) = Ao + ai(t) + (g(t)#(t)g(t)- - a-g(t)g- )dt

Since ai(t) E Ker(d*.), the spatial part A(t) of g(A) is in Coulomb gauge relative to
A0 . It is only left to check that g E C(k,1),/(I) and

|g(A) - AoIskt(I) CIA - AoIskA(I) (2.22)

For this, we observe first

jg(t) - Id jC(O,k+ 1),i Cla(t)c(o,k),P(I) CIA - AoIsk,p(I), (2.23)

and we have

ag(t) = Dia(t)(aa(t)) (2.24)

aat
where la(t) E Ckl1,p(Al0 BE) and

DIT : Ck-lL (A'( 0 E) -_ Ck, (Aut P)

is a continuous map. Hence ig E C(Ok),p (I) and

a a
|p~~~>"I CL|-a(t)|c(ok-1,"(I) CjA - AolskM(I) (2.25)

By taking further derivatives of (2.24), we can derive that 9g E C(o~k+l-),p(I) and

0s

I gIC(0,k+1-j>,j(j) ! CIA - Aojsk,A(I) (2.26)

for 1 < j k. (2.23) and (2.26) imply that g E C(kl),p(I) and (2.22) by continuity
of gauge actions.

We can now assume A = A(t) + ,(t)dt = Ao + a(t) + 3(t)dt, a(t) E Ker(d* 0 ) and
(2.17) holds. Assume

3(t) = Mo(t) + 01(t), 0o(t) E Ker(dAo), 101(t) E Ker(dAo)'

By (2.21) and 0(t) E C(k 1,'),i', we have #1 = (d*0dA)-1(dAo#) E C(k-1,1),P(I) and

#0 = 0 - #1 E C(k-1'll')(I). The following ordinary differential equation

!(9) = Igo(t), IVt E I{ at /3() (2.27)
g(O) = Id.
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has a solution g C C(k'03'),(Aut P x I). We have

Ig - Id c(kO),(I) C(I/0Ic(k-1,1),p(I) + j, /oc(k-1,1),p(I)dt) (2.28)

SC(1 + 1II)IA - AoIsk,p(I)-

Since /o(t) E Ker(dAo) =the Lie algebra of Stab(Ao), it follows that g(t) E Stab(Ao), Vt E
I. i.e.

dAog(t) = 0. (2.29)

By differentiation of (2.29) with respect to t, we have

d = 0, for 1 < 1 < k. (2.30)

From (2.29) and (2.30), we have g E C(k,1),p(I) and the following estimates.

Ig - Id Ic(k,1),p(I) C~g - Id c(kO),A(I) 5 C(1 + II)IA - AoIsk,A(I) (2.31)

(In fact, we have g E C(kl)i'(I) for any 1 > 1 and corresponding estimates, but (2.31)
suffices for our purpose.) We have the following lemma.

Lemma 11 Assume A0 is a connection on E, g E Stab(Ao) and A E A0 + Ker(d*0 ),
then

g(A) e Ao + Ker(d*).

If e E Ker(dA )' C F(gE), then

g(o) = gfg- 1 E Ker(dA.)'.

Proof.

d(g( A) - A0) = dg(Ao)(g(A) - g(Ao)) = g o d*0 0 g 1 (g(A - Ao)g 1 )

= g(d*AO(A - Ao))g-1 = 0

Hence g(A) E Ao + Ker(d*.). Similar to above, we can prove g E Stab(Ao) preserves
Ker(dAo) C F(BgE). Since gauge action is orthogonal, g also preserves Ker(dA). l

We have by (2.27),

g(A) = g(t)(A(t)) + (g#(t)g~- - 19g1-)dt = A0 + a,(t) + g(f31(t))dt,

where ai(t) E Ker(d*) and g(# 1(t)) E Ker(dAo)' by the above lemma; hence g(A) is
of standard form around A0 . Now

Ig(A) - Ao Isk,l(I) 5 g(t)(A(t) - Ao) c(k,o),t(I) + g#1g-1c(k-1,1,,(I)

by Lemma 7 < C(1 + Ig - Id c(k,o),,())iA - AoIsk,1,(I)

SC(1 + II) A - A0 Isk,A(I)

if JA - AoIsk,P(I) < 1, where the last inequality follows from (2.28). 0
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For Yang-Mills connections in standard form around a smooth Yang-Mills connec-
tion A0 , we have a priori elliptic estimates. Assume A = A(t) + /(t)dt E Sk,'(I) is in
standard form around Ao. Let , = 2a. From (2.1), we have d* (& - dA/) = 0, hence

AAO = d*d A0 = a = dA *[a, *] (2.32)

by (2.18) = - * [a, *a]

If JA - Aolck,, is sufficiently small, thenAA : Ker(dA)I -4 Im(d* ) is invertible and
the inverse GA has similar smoothing properties as the parametrix GA= (XA 0 )-1.
Hence

/ = -GA(*[a, *a]), (2.33)

From (2.33), we have elliptic estimates for 3 in terms of norms of a. In particular, if
JaJc(k,0),A(I) < 1, we have

1C(k-1,2),, :! G a C(k,0),jA(j) (234

It is important for us to note that / is of quadratic nature in terms of a. Substitute
(2.33) into (2.1) and use (2.18), we have

d-(n - 4)a - d*FAo+a - dAedAa + d A((GA(*[a, *a]))* - (n - 4)dAGA(*[a, *a]))

+ *[GA(*[a, *&]), *dAGA(*[a, *&])J = 0. (2.35)

We observe that (2.35) is an elliptic equation of a on M x I if IaJsk,,(I) is sufficiently
small (by using the smoothing properties of GA and quadratic nature of terms involv-
ing /). And we have by (2.34) and (2.35) the following a priori interior estimates for
connections in standard form,

JA - Ao0sk,,t(,) C(s)JJA - Ao091 , (2.36)

if A - Ao !sk,(I) is sufficiently small, where I, = [a + s, b - s] if I = [a, b] and s < %a.

By the expression (2.33), we have

|I#(t)I crIa(t)|J, (2.37)
if Ia(t)Ick,, < r << 1. Combining (2.36) and (2.37) gives

IA - Ao0sk,(I.) K C(s)I|a(t)I|i (2.38)

if JA - Aolsk,j(I) < T << 1. We can do bootstrapping in (2.35) and derive estimates

for higher derivatives with the assumption that JA - Aolsk,A(I) is sufficiently small.
We also want to mention that if A1 is a Yang-Mills connection on M in Coulomb

gauge around A0 and IA1 - A0 Ick,, is sufficiently small, then by the Yang-Mills equa-
tion and Coulomb gauge condition, we have

dAo+aFAo+a + dAod* 0a = 0 (2.39)

From which and bootstrapping, we have elliptic estimates

JAI - Ao1ck+1,p C(l)JJA1 - AoJJ (2.40)

for I > 0, if JAI - AoJck,j , e, E = E(Ao) > 0.
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2.4 Standard form gauges with bounds for Yang-
Mills connections

We shall prove the following key proposition, which provides us with a good gauge

(actually, the standard form around some tangent connection) on an interval and we
provide here a lower bound of the connection at the end of the maximal existence
interval of such a gauge. This design of gauge and the lower bound are motivated by
Cheeger and Tian [CT].

Propostion 4 Assume A is a connection with property (C). Fix a tangent Yang-
Mills connection A 0 of A. Given L > 0, R1 > 0, there exists T1 = T1(Ao, L) > 0
and a function E1 = e1(T) satisfying 0 < e1(r) < r such that for 0 < T < T1 and
0 < e < e1(T), there exists R > R 1, integer 2 < N < oc, and gauge transformation
g c 1(AutP x [R, R']), where R' = 3NL, such that the following (a) and (b) hold:
(a) g(A) = A(t) + /(t)dt is of standard form around A 0.
(b) The following estimates hold,

|g(A) - A0|skp([R,R+2L]) KE (2.41)
|g(A) - A0|sk,([RR']) KT (2.42)

1 19 (A)JSk-1,A([R,R']) -< E (2.43)at

In particular, IA(t) - A|ck, < T and |$ A(t)ICk-1,A < E for 1 < < k andt E [R R'].
Furthermore, if N is the maximal integer such that (a) and (b) are satisfied, then
(c) if N < oo, we have

sup |A(t) - Ao ck,A > c2 r, (2.44)
[R'-L,R']

where 0 < c 2 = c2 (A0 , L) < 1

Remark. The condition on e and T means that e is sufficiently small relative to T

and r is sufficiently small relative to 1. As a simplification, it can be just said as "If
0 < E << r << 1 depending on A 0 , L, then ... ". We shall use this expression later
to simplify our statements.

Proof. We first have the following claim:

Assume L > 0, e > 0, there exists R2 = R2 (E, L) > 0 such that if R > R2 ,
then there exists gauge transformation g E F(Aut P x [R, R + L]) and
tangent connection A of A, such that

|g(A) - Ask,p([R,R+L]) Ke (2.45)
IAICkA ! c1, (2.46)

where ci = c1 (k, A) is the constant given in Lemma 9.
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Assume the claim is not true, then there exist e -* 0 and Rf -+ oc such that
there does not exist tangent Yang-Mills connection A such that (2.45) and (2.46)
are true for R replaced by Rj. By Lemma 6, there exist a subsequence {j'} and

skqi
gj E '(Aut P x [Ry, Ry + L]) such that gy (A) I[Rji,R3 ,+L] -+ A, a tangent connection

of A. By virtue of Lemma 9, up to a further Ck'+, ' gauge transformation on M, we
may assume JAIck,, 5 c1 . Now taking j' large will give us a contradiction.

Assume now L > 0, R1 > 0, 0 < E < T. We consider a number 62 with 0 < 62 < 6

for convenience and fix R > max{R1, R2 (3L, E2)+L} (R2 as in the above claim). More
restrictions on the magnitudes of E2, E, T will be determined later. Choose intervals
Ii = [R+ - L, R+ L], for 0 < i < oc. These intervals are chosen so that I1i|= L,

Iinhi+1 = 1L and Izfl Ii+2 0. We shall choose gauges on Ii inductively. We claim
that there exist constant c 2 = c2 (Ao, L), integer 2 < K < oo, Yang-Mills connections
A. E Ck,p in Coulomb gauge around Ao and gauge g on M x UK 1 1, such that g(A)
is in standard form around A0,

Ig(A) - AjIskt(I.) < E, 0 < i < K, (2.47)
T

|A - AolCk,, < -, 0 < i < K, (2.48)
2

and

|A(t) - AoIckA(IK) C2 T, (2.49)

In the following, we prove the above claim by induction. For 0 K i < 3, we note that
by Lemma 6, there exists gauge g on [R - L, R + 2L] = UO<i< 3 Ii so that g(A) is in

standard form around A0 and

|go(A) - Aotsk,P([R-L,R+2L] 62 < 6

Hence we may choose Ai = A0 , 0 < i K 3 in above. It is quite obvious that if E K 2,

then (2.47), (2.48) are satisfied for 0 < i < 3.
In the proof following, constants C or c only depend on L and A0. Assume the

claim is true for all integers j such that j < i and A = A(t) + /(t)dt on [-L, 3zL]. If
JA(t) - Aolck,-(I.) > C2 T where c2 = c2 (Ao, L) is to be determined later, then we are

done by setting K = i. So we assume

IA(t) - AolckA(I.) c2 r (2.50)

We have by (2.47) and (2.50) ,

JAj - Aolck,I K 2c2T, (2.51)

if E < C2 T. Using the claim at the beginning, we may find tangent Yang-Mills con-
nections Ai+1 , and gauge transformations on Ij+1 such that

J (A) - Ai+,|skA(jj+1) :5 E2, (2.52)

jZj+1|Ck,p :5 C1, (2.53)
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Let tj = g L - : be the middle point of I = Ii n I+1 and let h = g(ti) -(tj)-- be a3 6
gauge on M. By (2.47), (2.48), (2.52) and (2.53), we have

j (tj)(A(tj))|Ck,A :5 |Zi+1jCk,t, + CE2 < C,

1h( (ti)(A(ti))ck,, = |g(ti)(A(ti)ICk,t jAilck,, + Ce C.

Hence by remarks following Lemma 7, we have

Ihlck+1,A < C (2.54)

Therefore,

lh(Ai+1) - AiICk,,A < h(Ai+1) - h( (tj)(A(ti))|ck,, + jg(tj)(A(tj)) - AiICk,A

< CE2 + C'e < Ce (2.55)

We let g' = hj on Ij+1, then

Ig'(A) - h(Ai+1)|sk,(., 1 ) < jh(j(A) - Ai+1)|SkA(Ii+1 ) Ce 2  (2.56)

|h(Ai+1) - A0|Ck,L < |h(Ai+1 ) - AiIck,A + Aj - Ao|ck,i

by (2.51) and (2.52) < Ce2 + 2c2 r < CC 2T (2.57)

if E < C2T.
We observe from (2.56) and (2.57) that g' and h(Ai+1 ) have already satisfied

the required estimates for the claim except that they are not in standard form and
Coulomb gauge around A0 yet. Next we'd like to make a further transformation to
make them so. We first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 12 Assume I is an interval of length L, 0 < e' < T' < T < 1, T is sufficiently
small depending on A 0 and L, A is a connection on E x I. A 0 , A 1 are Yang-Mills

connections on M with

|A1 - AoIck,l < T' (2.58)
|A - A lIskI(I) < e' (2.59)

Then there exist gauges E E C(k'1)4 (I) and 77 E Ck+1,,(M) such that i(A), q1A1 are
respectively in standard form and Coulomb gauge around A0 , and

|1( A1) - Ao|ck,A < CT'

1 (A) - q(Al)IskA(I) < Ce'

Proof. We follow the two-step construction of standard gauges in the proof of
Lemma 10. First, we have for each connection A on M close to Ao in CkI norm, a
unique (though not canonically defined) gauge transformation o-A (which is the first
component of J(A - Ao) by the notations in Lemma 10) such that

d*o (U(A) - A0 ) = 0
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and gA depend on A smoothly. Assume A = A(t) + #(t)dt, we let

(t) = UA(t)

We have,

Io(A) - r/(Al)|sk,,(I) 5 kAD(t)(A - A,) sk,p(I) + UA(t)(Al) - UAlA Iski(I)

1 0-Agt) IC(k,1),j,(j) JA - A, Isk,j(j) + | I - C(k-1,1>,A(I)
I 0 ~atA(t) C-i1

+ 0 A(t)daZ(t) - 0-A1d~A Ic(k,0),j(I) + UA(t) - 0A1 C(k,1),A(I) IA1 ck,A

< Ce', (2.60)

Here we used the following

I~A(t)|C(k,1),1(I) < C by (2.59), (2.61)

c(k-1,1),A(I) < Ce' by (2.59), (2.62)

OA-(t) - OA 1 c(k, 1>,(I) < Ce' by smoothness of -and (2.59) . (2.63)

Next let 1 be the second step construction of gauge in Lemma 10 for the connection
i 0 (A) = A'(t) + 0'(t)dt on I. By (2.60), we have

#'(t)|C(k-1,1>," < CE'

And hence by (2.31), we have

| - Id c(k,1),A < CE' (2.64)

Now we let i = , then i(A) and I(A 1) are respectively in standard form and
Coulomb gauge relative to A 0, and

1 (A) - r.(Al)Isk,,-(I) 5 I 1io(A) - QO(A)ISk,t,(I) + J(A) - q(A1) Sk,p(-)

< di I-t i c(ko), (I) + a -1 C(k-1,1>,A

+ i 1 - Id C(k,1), (I) Io(A)ISk,(I) + Ce' < Ce', by (2.64) .

|77(A1) - AoIck,t < C|A1 - Aolck,A < CT'.

This proves the lemma. L

In view of (2.56) and (2.57), we can apply the lemma with A, A 1, I and e', r' replaced
by g'(A), hA+ 1, li+1, E2 and C2 r. Thus there exists gauges i on i+1 and 'q on M
such that

I|g'(A) - 7jhAi+,Iskp(I+1 ) C3 62

|yh i+1 - Aojck,A < C4 C2 T
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Compare g and ig' on I = i+1 Oi, we see that they both make A into standard form
around A0 , hence by Lemma 10, they must differ by a pull back of - E Stab(Ao) n
Ck+1,(M), i.e. g = u-7g' on I. Therefore we can extend g to be over i+1 by letting

g|,i = og'

Now we let Aj+ 1 = o-qhAi+1, then g(A) and Aj+ 1 are respectively in standard form
and Coulomb gauge around A0 , and

jg(A) - Aij+jskj(I) Cjig'(A) - 7hAi+1|sk,A(I) < c5 e 2

|Ai+1 - AoIck,t < CjhA i+1 - Ao0ck,t < C6C2T

Finally, if we take c2, e2 sufficiently small such that c6 c 2 < 'i c5 e 2 < e and 0 <<
E << T << 1 satisfying all the requirements in the proof and cited lemmas, then the
induction step of the claim follows through. It is easy to see that the claim implies
our proposition if we let N = K. 0

2.5 Growth and lower bounds of solutions at the
end of existence interval

We are to prove the following Proposition, which states growth and bound conditions
that the solution to the Yang-Mills evolution equation (2.1) and (2.2) must satisfy at
the end of maximal existence interval of gauges as in Prop. 4.

Propostion 5 Given L > 0 and 1 > i > 0. If 0 < e << T < 1 depending on A0 ,
L and q, and A = A(t) + /(t)dt is a Yang-Mills connection with property (C) and in
the gauge on [R, R'] = [R, R + !NL] for constants e, r as in Prop. 4 with N < oc
maximal, then

sup ||A(t) - Ao1 ! (1 + 7) sup ||A(t) - Ao||, (2.65)
tE[R'-L,R'] tE[R'-2L,R'-L]

sup ||A(t) - Aol| > cT, (2.66)
tE[R'-L,R']

for some constant c = c(L, r, AO).

Proof. Since N < oc, c) in Prop. 4 gives

|A(t) - Ao|Ck,1([R-L,R']) C2 T (2.67)

for c 2 = c2(Ao, L) > 0. We first show
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Lemma 13 There exists a Yang-Mills connection A 1 with

A1 - A(t)|ck,-([R'-2L,R']) 6(e) (2.68)
d*O(A1 - Ao) = 0 (2.69)

where 6 is an increasing function with limeo 6(e) = 0.

Proof. Assume the lemma is not true, then there exists a sequence ej - 0 and
a sequence of Yang-Mills connections A, = A,(t) + /3(t)dt on I = [R' - 2L, R'] in
standard form gauge around A0 and satisfy conditions in Prop. 4 (b), i.e.

jAs - Ao IskI(I) < T, (2.70)

1 A Isk-1,,(I) < Ec, (2.71)

and there exists 60 > 0 such that for any j there does not exist Yang-Mills connection
A1 such that (2.68) and (2.69) are true with e and A(t) replaced by 6o and Aj(t).
By compactness of Sk in Skp, by taking a subsequence, we may assume A, -+ A' =
A'(t) + /'(t)dt in Sk(I) and it follows that A' is also a Yang-Mills connection in
standard form around A0 on I and

JA' I S,, (I) < lim if IAj ISk,,() < T

From (2.71), we have A'(t) = 0, #'(t) = 0. From Yang-Mills equations (2.1) and (2.2),
we have

dgdA'' = 0

Since A' is close to Ao in Ck norm, d*dA' would be invertible on the space Ker(dAo)
where 0' lies in, hence 3' = 0. From (2.1), we have A' is Yang-Mills, hence A' is in
fact the pullback of a Yang-Mills on E. Now (2.1) implies that

d*(t)FA,(t) = d1 + d2 + d3  (2.72)

Id i~Ck-2,A() = Ai(t) + Ai (t)|ck-2,,(I) < 2ej by (2.71)

d2 |ck-2,p(I) = 1dA jj(t)jck-2,k(I) < Cej by (2.71)

|dsjCk-2,t,(j = |(n - 4)dA3 /33 (t) k *[#3(t), *dAj/3(t)]jck-2,I(I)

< Cj#j(t)jCk-1,A(j) := Coj

where 6j = |/3(t)Ick-1,,(I) -+ 0 since A -+ A' in Sk(I). The left hand side of
(2.72) is a uniformly elliptic second order linear operator acting on A3 (t) - A' with
coefficients bounded in CkI(M) uniformly in t. Hence we can apply elliptic estimates
and bootstrapping to get

|Aj(t) - A'|ckM(j) C(ej + 63 + A(t) - A'|ck-1,j(I)) -+ 0

But this is a contradiction to our assumption at beginning. E
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Let A1 be as in Lemma 13. Let to E [R' - L, R'] such that A0 - A(to)|ck,- =

SUPtE[R,_L,R] IAo - A(t)|, then by (2.67) and (2.68), we have

1
|A1 - Ao|ck,m > |Ao - A(to)|ck,, - A(to) - A1|ck,9 > C27 - 6(e) 1 c 2T

if 6(E) < IC2 T. Now we have for any t E [R' - 2L, R'],

1 1
|A(t) - AI0 Ck,4 > |A1 - Ao|ck,m -|A 1 - A(t)|ck,m > IC 2T - 6(E) > C 2T

if 6(E) < !c 2T. By a priori
form (2.38), we have

sup JA(t) - Ao||
tE[R'-2L,R'-L]

sup I|A(t) - Ao||
tE[R'-l,R']

sup IIA(t) - A0||
tE[R'-L,R']

< (1+ 77)

elliptic estimates for Yang-Mills connections in standard

3L 11
" C-1 |A(R' - ) - Aojck,j -C- C2 T = c7 T2 -4

L
" C-1|A(R' - -) - Ao|ck,, > C7 T2

<K sup
tE[R'-2L,R'-L]

||A(t) - Ao||+ 2CL -A(t)|CO([R'-2L,R'])

sup |IA(t) - All
tE[R'-2L,R'-L]

if 4CLe < rcq 7 r. This implies that if 0 < e << r << 1 depending on A0 , L and q,
then (2.65) and (2.66) hold. L

(2.73)
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Chapter 3

An asymptotic convergence result
for a class of evolution equations

By fixing the gauge as in last Chapter, we can reduce the main theorem into a problem
quite similar to the case of Theorem 2 in [SL1]. However, the situation in [SL1] is
somewhat different from what we have here. For example, here we have growth
control over only on the C'k, norm on the "spatial" direction, not on the t direction
and only at the end of our existence interval [R, R'], not on the whole interval. We
also have to consider the Yang-Mills functional restricted to the slice A0 + Ker(d*0 ).
On the other hand, we have the bound

a'
I tl A(t)|ck-1,1) < 6

which allows us to compare norms of connections at different points on the time
interval. We shall modify the proof in [SLI] for our case. Section 3.1 to 3.3 are
statements of the theorem we needed here, some results in [SLI] and adaptions in our
case. In Section 3.4, we give the proof of the theorem in Section 3.1. In Section 3.5,
we finished the proof of uniqueness of tangent connection and the rate of convergence
to the tangent connection as stated in the Theorem 2 .

3.1 A type of nonlinear evolution equations

Let E be a vector bundle on Riemannian manifold M and let E be a functional of
'energy type' defined for sections a E C1 (M, E) by

9(a) = J E(x, u, Vu) (3.1)

where F = F(x, z, p) for x E M, z E E, p E TxM 0 E depend smoothly on (x, z, p)
and F is uniformly convex in the p variable for p E TxM 0 E, and |zi, IpI small. We
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also require that F has analytic dependence on (z, p) E E x TM 0 E, with uniform
bounds on F and its derivatives in z, p for sufficiently small IzI, pI . By this we mean
that there exists co > 0 such that

F(x, z + 1,iwi, p + A 2,jq3) = F(x, z,wi, ... , wm, p, q, I ... , qm,)Ao

(3.2)

where 0 < i < m, 0 < j m i', m and m' being the dimension of fibers of
bundle E and TM 0 E. jzI, jwI, [pil, Jqjl < co, z, w E Ex, pi, qj E TxM 0 Ex,
A = (A 1,1, ... , A1,m, A2,1, ... ,A2,m') E Rm+m', JAI < 1. The above expansion and its
derivatives (in terms of z and p only) should converge absolutely in the above domain
of variables and

sup |DO'DOF(x, z, p)| I c(j) (3.3)
lal+101=i, IzI, 1PI<c0

The Euler-Lagrange operator for E(a), denoted by M(a), is uniquely characterized
by

-(M(a), b)2(M) = d E (a + sb)s=o (3.4)

(Hence M(a) = - grad 8(a)). We also require that M(0) = 0, i.e. 0 is a critical point
of 8. By uniform convexity, we have that M (a) is a second order quasi-linear operator
which is uniformly elliptic for jalc1(m) sufficiently small. Thus the linearization (the
Jacobi operator at 0)

d
La := -M(su)IS=o (3.5)

ds

is a second order linear elliptic self adjoint operator.
We fix k > 4 in this chapter. Assume a = a(x, t) E Ckh', (M x I, E x I) is a section

of E x I. We consider equation of the following form

d - -y + N(a) + G1 (i) + G2 (d) = 0 (3.6)

In (3.6), -y > 0 is a constant. N(a) is a second-order quasi-linear differential operator
for a c C2,1(M) which is elliptic if lalci is sufficiently small. And N approximates
M well in the following sense

1
|IM(a) - N(a)I K - min{|IN(a)JJ, |AM(a) j}, (3.7)

4

for any a E Ckh' (M) with Ialck,, < a, where a- = c-(E) is a constant . Let Go(a)
N(a) - L(a) (L as in (3.5)). We require that

(3.8)
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are continuously differentiable linear maps and

DOGi : ClI"(M x I) -+ C'"(M x I) (3.9)

are continuous linear maps for 0 < 101 5 k - 2, 0 < 1 < k - #|- 2 with the following
bounds on operator norms:

|jD1Gi(a)| I5 Calck,- (3.10)

If a = a(x, t) E Ck,p(M x [t 1 , t2]) is a solution of (3.6) with |aI* k,, (I cO, from
standard Schauder theory and Sobolev theory (for example, in [GT] and [Mo]), that
for -E (0, 1(t 2 - ti)) and 0 < 1 < k - 2,

Ja|*a a < cio--+A)||a|| [t,ts (3.11)

Remark. In [SLI], an equation similar to (3.6) is considered with a nonhomogeneous
term which decays exponentially. This corresponds to the case of nonproduct met-
ric on our cylindrical bundles and manifolds. For simplicity, we have assumed that
the metric is always the product metric on cylinders and avoid such a nonhomoge-
neous term. As we said before, all our arguments hold through with only technical
adjustments with such a fast-decreasing nonhomogeneous term.

Example. In our case, if A = A(t) + f(t)dt = Ao + a(t) + /(t)dt is in standard gauge
around Yang-Mills A0 , we replace E by gE 0 A'M. Let .(a) = YM(Ao + a) in this
case. Then from (2.1) and (2.2), a(x, t) satisfies an equation of the form of (3.6),
where

-= (n - 4)

N(a) = -(d*o+aFAo+a + dA*d 0a)

L(a) = -(dAo~d + d* dA. + (-1)' * [a, *F])

Go(a) = N(a) - L(a) = (-1)" * [a, *(dA a + a A a] + d*(a A a)
G1(&) = (n - 4)dAf +*[3, *(dAO - i)] - [,0] + dA(DAG(a))(* [a, *a]) + dAGA(*[a, *a&)
G2 (a) = dAGA(*[a, *a])

where 3 = GA(*[a, *&]), GA = (A)-. We regard only one & in each term of G, as
the variable, others (dependent on a and i will be seen as parts of coefficients of G 1.
Similarly, we only regard the a in G 2 as the variable. By the smoothing properties of
the parametrix GA, and (3.32) later, it is easy to see that these operators satisfy the
stated properties if |a|J*,(< T.

Let p, <P2 ! ... and Z, 0 2 , ... are the eigenvalues and corresponding orthonor-
mal (in L2 norm) eigenfunctions of the operator L on IF(E), we let

A = ( 2 -4). (3.12)

id
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Every solution of the linear evolution equation

L(a) = i - 7y + L(a) = 0,

can be written as

a(x, t) = Z(ai cos ait - bi sin ai t)e #i(x)
iEIj

+Z(ai + bit)e i (x) + Z(aiextt + biehst)qi (x)
iEI2  iEI3

for suitable constants ai, bi, where

I, = {i :Ai < - },ai = Im A+4

I2 = {i : =-

13 = /i > - }-4

And the L2 norm square of a(., t) can be written as

|a(t) 2 =Z (a cos ait - bi sinxit)2eYt

iEIi

+ Z(ai + bit)2eyt
iEI2

+ Z(aie z + biehit)2

iEI3

As a notation, we let

62 = min{s : s E {Re Al}, s < 0}

Assume e < T, 77, L are positive constants, a = a(x, t) C Ck,p(M

3L and possibly R' = oo. We make the following definition.

(3.16)

x [R, R'1), R' -R >

We call a = a(x, t) (e, T, r, L)-bounded on [R, R'] if there exists 0 < c =

c(r, L) < 1 such that

aj*ka,A([R,R']) < r

ia <
atCk -1,A ([R,R'])

Ck* i'([R,R+2L]) E

and if R' < o then

||a|[R'-L,R'] < (1 + )a[R-2L,R'-L],

sup fla(t)JI > cT.
[R'-L,R']

We state our theorem about solutions to (3.6) as follows.

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

6= min{s : s E {Re A4}, s > 0},

Definition.
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3.2. GROWTH ESTIMATES

Theorem 3 Assume L > 0. There exists q C (0,1) such that if 0 < e << T << 1
depending on E, L and q7, a(t) is an (ET, 7, L)-bounded solution to (3.6) and

S(a(t)) - E(0) > -cE, (3.22)

then R' = oc, ja|k,[ ) r and

lim ja(t) - W|* 2,, = 0 (3.23)
t-oo

3.2 Growth estimates

We have the following result on growth of solutions to (3.6).

Lemma 14 Assume a c CkhI(M x [0, 3L]) satisfy (3.6), where Gi satisfies properties
above. For any given L > 0,1 > q7 > 0,6 < 4 min{61 ,6 2}, where 61, 62 as in (3.16),
there exists To = ro(L,r2) > 0, such that if |aCk, ([0,3L]) T0 , then the following are
true. Denote S(j) = supIE[(j-1)L,jL] Ia(t)H, we have

(i) S(2) > e 6L/ 2 S(1) => S(3) > -e)LS(2)

(ii) S(2) > e-(2-)LS(1) => S(3) (1 - 77)S(2)

(iii) S(2) > e 6L/2 S(3) =- S(1) > e(623)LS(2)

(iv) S(2) > e-(3 1)LS(3) => 5(1) > (1 - 7)S(2)

(v) If S(2) > max{e-(1 -)L S(3), e-(-)LS(1)},
then S(2) < (1+ r7) inf ||a(t)I|, ||i(t)i|ci r<||a(t)|1, t E [L, 2L].

tE[L,2L]

Proof. We give a sketch of the proof in [SL]. First we can prove that (i)-(v) hold
for solutions to the linear equation (3.13) by using the expression of the L2 norm of
(3.15). Then by a blow-up argument we can prove that for To sufficiently small, the
lemma holds for solutions to (3.6). In the proof, we also need the regularity properties
of solutions to (3.6). 0

The next proposition is a modified and simpler form of Theorem 4 in [SLI] (with-
out considering a possible inhomogeneous term in (3.6).

Propostion 6 Assume a on [R, R + NL] satisfies (3.6) as above. For 0 < < < 1,
there exists To > 0, such that if 0 < jaICk,A([RR+NL]) < T0 , then there exists integers
1 < k1  k2 < N - 1 such that the following hold, where S(j) = suptE[(j-1)LjL] -a(t) 1.

(a) S(j) < e-(6 -)LS(j _ 1), for 1 < j < ki - 1.
(b) ||a(ti)|| < (1 + 2)jja(t2)jj, for t1 , t2 E [kiL, (k 2 - 1)L], t1 - t2 | 5 L

kit(t)JI < r||a(t)|l, for t E [kiL, (k 2 - 1)L].
(c) S(j) > e-(2-)LS(j - 1), for k2 + 1 < j < N - 1.
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Proof. The proposition is proved by repetitive use of previous lemma. We set

k, = min {S(j) > e-(2 6 )LS(j 1)}
1<j<k-1

k2 = min- {S(j + 1) > e(J-LS(j)}
ki<j<N-1

And it is easy to check the theorem holds. L

This proposition allow us to divide the existence interval into three parts according
to the 'growth rate' of the L 2 norms of a.

3.3 Lojasiewicz inequalities

The inequalities in the following proposition are infinite dimensional generalizations to
analytic functionals given by Leon Simon [SLi] of Lojasiewicz inequalities with regard
to critical points of analytic functions. Let 9(a) be an analytic elliptic functional for
a E C1 (M) as in Section 3.1.

Propostion 7 There exists constants 0 < 0 < 1, 2 < y, 0 < a depending only on E,2'
such that if |alck,, < Or, then

jM(u)fl > (inf Ila - (I|)l (3.24)

where S = { C E k,j (E) :I (Ick,,(E) < co, M(() = 0}, and

|AM(u)II 19(a) - E(0)1-0 (3.25)

Let -, 0 in this section be the same as in Prop. 7. Assume a E Ck,p(M x [ti, t 2 ])
satisfies the following equation

& = N(a) + R(a) (3.26)

where N(a) approximates well the gradient M of 8 in the sense of (3.7) and

1
IIR(a)(t)II < -it(t) |, Vt E [ti, t2] (3.27)2

Then we have the following stability lemma as in [SL1] for solutions to the above
approximate flow equations. More precisely,

Lemma 15 Suppose a satisfies |a(t)ckA([t1 ,t 2 ) < -, and suppose that for some con-

stant e > 0,

,(a(t)) > S(0) - E for all t E [t1, t2]
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Then

Jt||(t) |dt < CO- 1(I(a(ti)) - S(O)|1 + es), (3.29)

In particular

sup jla(t) - a(ti)ll < CO- 1(I9(a(ti)) - E(O)j9 + es). (3.30)
tE[t ,t2]

Proof. The proof is elementary if we use (3.7) properly to control N and M by each
other in the estimates and use (3.25). (See the proof in [SLI] for example). El

The next lemma is a gauge invariant form of the inequality (3.25) and is essentially
proven in [MMR].

Lemma 16 Let E be a vector bundle on M. A, B are C'4 connections on E and
B is a Yang-Mills connection. There exists E3 > 0 and 0 E (0, i), such that if

|A - BCk,, < E3, then the following inequality holds

I FA|2 - IFBI2 d) 1-0 < 2J*FA|| (3.31)

Proof. Let a = A - B, if lalck,, < E3, by Lemma 10. we can find a smooth
transformation o-, such that a-(A) = B+a', a' E Ker(d*) C Q1 (End E), with Ia'|ck,M <

Cjalck,,. Since both sides of (3.31) are invariant under gauge transformations of A,
we can assume that A = B + a with a E Ker(d* ), and lalck,m < Ce3. Let U be a
small Ckp neighborhood of 0 in Ker(d* ) C Q1 (End ElM) and consider 9 : U -+ R by
.(b) = YM(B + b), Vb E U. Let M be the Euler-Lagrange operator of ' on U. We
claim that if U is sufficiently small, A = B + a, a E U, then

||lM(a)I| < l|d*FA|| 5 |M(a)I| (3.32)
4 A 4

Indeed, by (M(a), b)L2 = (d* FA, b)L2, Vb E Ker(d*) and M(a) E Ker(d*), it follows
that M(a) = PKer(d )(dA FA), where p is L2 projection. From proof of Lemma 10, we
can easily see that

PKer(d*)(d* FA) = d* FA - (d* dB 1d (dFA) (3.33)

= d*FA k GB(*[a, *d4FA]),

where we used the identity d*d* FA = 0 (see (4.3) . From this it is easy to derive
(3.32) if |alck,, is small. Apply (3.25) to & and use (3.32) (note that 8 is only defined
on Ker(d*), not on the space of all sections; however Prop. 7 is still true in this case)

we obtain that there exists 0 E (0, 1), such that

119(a) - E(0)|1-0 < 2||d* FA||

This last inequality is exactly (3.31) which we want to prove. El
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3.4 Proof of Theorem 3

In the following we shall carry on the proof of Theorem 3 following mostly the methods
of proving Theorem 1 in [SLi]. Assume R' < oc. We may assume that R' = R + NL
for N > 2 by changing R within an amount of L if necessary. It is important to
note that by differentiation of (2.1), we have i satisfies an equation of (3.6) form on
[R, R'], with the same T (but we need to change k to k - 1 for i; since k > 4, this is
still in the regular range). Assume r <To, where To is as in Prop. 6. Then by Prop. 6

, we have 1 < i 5 j2 < N - 1 for a and 1 < k, < k2  N-1 for&such that the
conclusions of Prop. 6 hold. We adopt the notation

S(j, a) = sup |ja(t)JI (3.34)
tE[R+(j-1)L,R+jL]

By (3.20), we have
S(N, a) < (1 +T)S(N - 1, a)

Combined with the conclusions of Prop. 6, if 17 is sufficiently small such that 1 + <
e( -6), this implies that

j 2 = N - 1

We shall assume in the next that T > e' for the constant a = , where 0 is the
constant in Lemma 15. We claim that

||a(t)JI < Ce2a for t E [R, R + NL] (3.35)

For t E [R, R + (k, - 1)L], by using Prop. 6 (a), we have

||i(t)H S([t/L] + 1, a) < e-(62-)(t-L)S(, ) e-(tL)E (3.36)

Hence

||a(t)JI < ||a(R)H + j| IIdt < e + 6-leL& 2 c for t E [R, R + (k, - 1)L], (3.37)

if E1 < (1 + 6  L) 1

Next we consider the case t E [R + (k, - 1)L, R + k2L]. By using the fact that
I a (t)|*I,< T < E and IIa(t) II 2||(t)II (which follows from (b) in Prop. 6) as well as
(3.32) , we can see that Lemma 15 applies to i on [R+ kiL, R+ (k 2 -1)L]. Therefore

IR+(k 2 -1)L

|H&I1dt < C(IE(a(R + kiL)) - 9(0)10 + e ) (3.38)
R+k1L

<C(la(R + kiL) 10 1 + Ei)

" C( sup ||a(t)|11 + E&)
tE[R+k1 L-1,R+k1 L+1]

< Ce2 < Ce
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and hence for r E [R + (ki - 1)L, R + k2L], by (3.18) ||d|| < CE and we have

|1&(t) | < ||e(R + kiL) 1+ Ce2a + CE (3.39)

< ||&(R + (k1 - 1)L)| |+ Ce + Ce 2a

<Ce" +C +Ce2a < Ce2a.

The case t c [R + k2L, R + NL] is a little more intricate. However, we essentially
just follow the proof in [SLI, p.556 -p.558] and use I!Lk-a1*([RR']) < E and elliptic
estimates where necessary, we could show the the claim (3.35) in this case.

Now (3.35) implies

sup ||a(t)I < CE2M (3.40)
tE[R+(N-1)L,R+NL]

which gives a contradiction to our assumption (3.21) if e is sufficiently small relative
to T. Therefore we must have R' = oo. Hence by (3.17) , |aJ*,,,([R1e)) < T. This
implies that |It(t)JI < Ce for t C [R, oo) and this in turn implies that k2 = 00,
otherwise ||i(t)JI will increase unboundedly by Prop. 6 (c). Hence by (3.38),

00/ itI dt <oo (3.41)

(3.41) implies that limt..o a(t) exists in L2 norm, and hence relative to C2 " norms
by estimates (3.11). In case ki = oc, from Prop. 6 (a) and elliptic estimates we have

it(t)I* ÷,, + 0. (3.42)

In case k, < oc, from elliptic estimates

I&(t)|ci,A < cI|&(t)IJ[t-1,t+1], t > R + k1L (3.43)

If there is a sequence tk -+ oc such that lim supko a1&,1 A > 0, then (3.43) implies
lim supk,.l_ I "II[tk-1,t+1] > 0, which contradicts (3.41). Hence (3.42) also holds. Thus
by taking the limit as t -+ oo in (3.6), we have M(w) = 0. By using elliptic estimates,
we can derive the convergence (3.23). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

3.5 Completion of Proof of Theorem 2

In this section we apply Theorem 3 to complete our proof of Theorem 2. We shall
use the monotonicity formula to show that the hypotheses of (3.1) are satisfied. And
then use Lemma 16 to obtain an integral decay estimate for ||&(t)|| and prove the
convergence results. The idea mainly comes from [SL2], where the case for energy
minimizing harmonic maps with a tangent map which has isolated singularity is
treated. As before, assume A = A(t) + #(t)dt = Ao + a(t) + 3(t)dt, t c [R, R'], a
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connection on S- x [R, R'], is in the gauge given in Prop. 4, then by results from
Section 2.5 and Prop. 4, we see that a is indeed a (E, T, 1, L)-bounded solution of an
equation in the form of (3.6) (we may replace the k in Prop. 4 by k + 1 and obtain
bounds on I - *,,, norms. Notice the growth estimates in Section 2.5 are stated in L 2

norms and hence is independent of k). Let A1 = <Y*(A) be the original connection on
B1 (0) \ {0}. Since A1 is stationary, by monotonicity formula,

4 J ()r 4

< lim{
0'-+0 JIBP(0)

= lim {
lim0 JBP(0)

=lim {f
Aj-+0 ,BP(0)

n| 0] Fj 2 dx

p4 "l 1FA2d - jo

P4 -"FAl1
2 dx -

P"|FAl 12 dx - IB1(0)

4-"nF 2 dx}

A4-IFA 2dx}

FAA 2 dx}

= B(O

P4 ~ (IFA1 2 - FA012 )dx

J 5p-o-(FA1  2 - IF< n - 4 8Bp(O) P (FI A 2)o
(3.44)

where the last inequality follows from monotonicity formula (1.20) and the fact that
A 0 is radially symmetric. We also used the fact that there is no loss of curvature
energy in limiting to tangent Yang-Mills connections (From the compactness theorem
and the assumption that blow-up locus has H"- 4 = 0, see Prop. 2 (2)). Under our
change of coordinates, let g(t) = &(t) - dA/(t)dt and T = - log(p) > R, (3.44)
becomes, for any T E [R, R'],

SIT, (t)|2 dt jT') n-4sn-1

= C

|FA(T) - 71(T)dt|2 - FAO| 2d- (3.45)

IFA(T) A2 - |A| 2 do + C||7(T)1| 2

At this point we notice that if we let 9(a) = YM(A 0 + a), then (3.45),
and (3.18) give

C(a(T)) - E(0) > -|jn(T)1 2 > CII&II2 > -Ce 2 > -e

(3.60) below

(3.46)

if 0 < e << r << 1. We observe now all assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied for
a, hence N = oc and there is a Yang-Mills connection A1 with JAI - AoIck,, < T and
d*4 (A, - A0) = 0 such that

lim IA(t) - AI* k,, = 0
t-+00
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(Note: By Theorem 3 we have C2', convergence and then use (2.1), elliptic estimates
and bootstrapping methods we can get Ck', convergence). Since Ao is a tangent
connection of A, there exists a sequence T -4 oc and gauge transformations gi E
F(Aut P x [0, 1]) such that

lim Igi(AT,) - Ao *Ckp([o,] = 0, (3.48)

where AT, = (Ti)*(A) for T : x - x + T. From (3.47) and (3.48), we can derive
that 1g *k+1,p([o]) C are uniformly bounded, therefore we may assume, by taking a
subsequence if necessary, that gi -+ go in Ck+1([O, 1]). Then (3.47) and (3.48) implies
that go(A1) = Ao and go is independent of t E [0,1]. However, if T is small enough,
it is well known that the orbit of Ao under gauge transformations intersects the T-

neighborhood(under Ck A-norm) of Ao in Ao + Ker(d*.) only at Ao. Therefore, Ao =
A1 . Assume A 2 is another tangent connection of A, then from the same argument
before, A 2 = g2(Ao) and therefore Ao is the unique tangent connection of A up to
gauge equivalences. Hence Ao is the unique tangent connection of A and we have
convergence (3.47) with A1 replaced by Ao. We shall show the convergence rate in
the following.

Since |A(t) - AoIck,, = ja(t)Ick,, < T, we can apply Lemma 16 to the right hand
side of (3.45) and obtain

ri(t)|2 dt < C|jd*(T)FA(T)||b + C||r|(T | 2, (3.49)

From ( 2.1), we have

||d*(t)FA(0t) 1 < j(t)j1 + i(t) 1 + IjdA3(t)I1 + HdA/(t) 1|+ CT||3(t)|| (3.50)

Recall that

d*4dA/ = - * [a, *&] (3.51)

Therefore by elliptic estimates

#0(t)|ck+1, 5 C| * [a, *a]jck-1,4 < CTj&Ck-1,jA (3.52)

IdA/|ck,A 5 CTjc-k-1, (3.53)

By differentiating (3.51) with respect to t, we obtain

d*dxf = * [e, dA,3] d* [et,/0] (*[a,*&])j (3.54)

Notice that / E Ker(AB)', hence we can apply elliptic estimates again to get

|#(t)ICk+1,IA < CT Iit(t)|ICk,jA (3.55)
|dA (t)|Ck,A :5 Crj&(t)|Ck,1, (3.56)
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By previous interior elliptic estimates,

j&(t)|Ck,4 K C ji|jj[t-1,t+1] (3.57)

Applying (3.52), (3.53), (3.56) and (3.57) to the right hand side of (3.50) gives us

d<(t)FA t)| < |(t) 11 + j|(t) 1+ Cjl&(t) Ckj, < C||6,[t-1t+1l (3.58)

We have also from elliptic estimates for Sobolev norms applied to (3.51), that

fldA/(t)|| Cr|ji|(t)jj (3.59)

If r is small, (3.59) implies

1
-I I (t)J| < 11r(t)J| < 2||(t)fl (3.60)2

Put together (3.58) and (3.60) and plug in both sides (3.49), we have

j~ IIHds < C(fT_+ -&221 (3.61)

where 6 E (0, 1) depend only on Ao. (3.61) gives an integral decay estimate for ||e||.
Recall that la(t)|ck,, < T, for R < t < oc. Now it is easy to show (for example, as in
[SL2]) that there exists T, > 0, a > 0, such that

tjji(s)jjds < Ct-', for t > Ti (3.62)

Therefore

IIA(t) - Ao|| < Ct-", for t > T (3.63)

and by elliptic estimates,

JA(t) - Aolc,, < C(k)t-a, for t > T1. (3.64)

The desired rate of convergence is obtained and the proof of Theorem 2 is finished.

Remark. We call a smooth Yang-Mills connection A0 on S'-1 integrable if for every
solution a E Q1 (gE) Of

La = A/Aa + (-1)" * [a, *FA0 ] = 0, (3.65)

where L is, as in Section 3.1, the linearization of d*4+aFAo+a at 0, there exists a path
of Yang-Mills connections A(t), t E (-e, e) with A(0) = Ao such that

A(t) = a. (3.66)att=O
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This has the geometric meaning that A0 has an integrable neighborhood in the moduli
space of smooth Yang-Mills connections on S" 1 with tangent space at A0 being
given by Jacobi fields, the solutions to (3.65). If the tangent connection A0 of A in
Theorem 1 is integrable, then following the methods of [AS] or [CT], we can prove that
the convergence in Theorem 1 is of order r', or of order e't since t = - log r. This
rate of convergence is like the rate of convergence of gradient flow to a nondegenerate
critical point. We have this exponential convergence too if 0 is not an eigenvalue of L.
In general, we don't think there is such a fast convergence to the tangent connection.
We should be able to construct examples of slow (logarithmic) convergence if we have
examples of non-integrable Yang-Mills connections, following the spirit of Adams
and Simon [AS], in which they constructed examples of minimal submanifolds and
harmonic maps with isolated singularities and slow convergence to tangent objects.
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Chapter 4

A result for Yang-Mills flows

In this chapter we give an application of the previous methods to Yang-Mills flows.
We shall show that a flow which starts from a connection sufficiently close (in smooth
norms) to a smooth local minimizer of the Yang-Mills functional will converge asymp-
totically to a smooth Yang-Mills connection near the minimizer. Our method, like
before, still consists of two steps, first we choose a suitable gauge, and then we adapt
a result in [SL1] to our case .

4.1 Yang-Mills flows

Consider the the following Yang-Mills flow equation for connection on bundle E on
Riemannian manifolds M

atA(t) = -d* (4.1)

Idealistically, if (4.1) has a solution A(t) on [0, oc), the limit of A(t) at oo should
be a Yang-Mills connection. And this gives us a way to homotopically deform an
arbitrary connection into a Yang-Mills connection and hopefully we can have a Morse
theory suitably defined. However, the long-range existence of solutions of (4.1) as
well as the existence and regularity of the limit in general are not at all obvious.
Nonetheless, near a local minimizer of the Yang-Mills connection, we can solve the
above difficulties.

We first note that (4.1) is not parabolic due to the fact that d* FA is not elliptic
in A. As before, we hope to use the Coulomb gauge to make the equation parabolic.
We note that (4.1) actually implies

d* (A) = o, (4,2)

where A = 6 A(t). This follows easily because

d* d* FA = { FA, FA} = 0 (4.3)
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where {, } is defined by Lie bracket on the bundle parts and Riemannian product on
the form part and hence is skew-symmetric.

Assume A 0 is a fixed smooth Yang-Mills connection, we have the following theorem
now. Fix I integer such that H'(Sn- 1) C C3"p(Sn-l).

Theorem 4 There exists E = e(Ao) > 0, a = a(Ao) > 0 such that for any given
smooth ao C Q'(gE) with ||ao||H1+2 < e, there is a T, > 0 and A(t), a C (M x [0, T*))
solution of (4.1) satisfying A(0) = A0 + ao, sup [OT.) JA(t) - A0||HI < E& and either

T* < oo and lim YM(A(t)) < YM(Ao) - e (4.4)
tT,

or

T* = oc and lim (JA(t)|ci + JA(t) - A,|c2) = 0 (4.5)

where A1 is a smooth Yang-Mills connection on M.

Assume I is an interval of possibly infinite length and A(t) + /(t)dt is a smooth
connection on E x I, where A(t) are connections on E and 0(t) E F(gE). We also
assume that under a gauge transformation g E F(Aut P x I),

g(A(t) + #(t)dt) = A1 (t) (4.6)

where A1 (t) are connections on E and satisfies (4.1) and hence (4.2) for t E I. From
(4.6), we obtain,

A1 = gAg 1 - dgg- 1  (4.7)

ag = g (4.8)

We observe that (4.7) implies that A1 and A are gauge equivalent connections on M.
Substitute (4.7) and (4.8) into (4.1) and (4.2), by straightforward computation, we
obtain the following equations for A and /

= -d*FA+ df (4.9)

d*(A - dA/) = 0 (4.10)

We shall view (4.9) and (4.10) (which is implied by (4.9)) as equations for the con-
nection A + #dt on M x I. It is easy to see that they are gauge invariant equations,
i.e., if g(A + #dt) = A 1 + f3dt then A1 + f3dt also satisfies (4.9) and (4.10). This
point of view enables us to consider as before a standard form of A + /dt around a
connection A0 on E and make the system (4.9) parabolic in A and (4.10) elliptic in
. If A + dt = A0 + a(t) + #(t)dt is under such a standard form, i.e. d* a = 0 and

# E Ker(dAo)', then we may rewrite (4.9) as

i = -d*+aFAo+a - dAodA a + dAGA(*[a, *&])
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where GA = (AA- 1 : Im(d*) - Ker(dA ).
From above, we observe that instead of proving Theorem 4 in terms of (4.1), it

suffices to prove the same conclusions hold for A(t) = Ao + a(t), a(t) E Ker(dA0 ) with
a(t) being solution to (4.11) with initial value ao (up to a gauge transformation, we
may assume d* ao = 0). For if we prove the latter, a solution to the former may be
obtained by

at
where 3 = GA(*[a, *a]). We can show that g(t) -+ go for some go and 4 -+ 0 in C'
as t -+ oc, therefore A(t) will have limit at infinity go(A 1 ) if A1 is the limit of A(t)
and the same conclusions hold for A. We have the following obvious corollary from
the theorem.

Corollary 1 If Ao is a smooth local minimizer of Yang-Mills functional on E. Then
there exists e = E(Ao) > 0 and a = a(Ao) > 0 such that for any given smooth
ao E Q 1(gE) with with ||ao||Hl+2 < E, there is a A(t), a C (M x [0,coo)) solution of
(4.1) satisfying A(0) = Ao + ao, and

lim (IA(t)|ci + JA(t) - AlIc2) = 0 (4.12)t0oo

where A1 is a smooth Yang-Mills connection on M with |A1|Hi < e.

4.2 Proof of Theorem 4

The following sketch of proof is taken from the proof of Theorem 2 in [SL1] with very
slight adjustment to our case. For solutions to the following linear parabolic equation

& - La = f (4.13)

where L a uniformly elliptic operator with smooth coefficients, the following initial
value estimates hold

sup (IIa(t) ||Hk + IN Hk) + Ia(t) IjHk+1[t1,t 2] + II&iHk+1[t1 ,t2] (4.14)
[tl,t2]

5 c1(k)(I|a(ti)||Hk + l&(tl)I Hk + if IiHk-1([t,t2]) + if IiHk-1([t1 ,t2])

provided It1 - t 2 | c1(k)- 1 . By choosing suitable cutoff functions and using (4.14)
we can derive the following interior estimates:

sup (||a(t)||Hk + IINIIHk) + Ia(t IIHk+1[t1+0,t2 -0] + IIaIlHk+1[t1+,t 2-] (4.15)
[t1+ ,t2 -0]

< c2 (k)o -k(la(t) [ti,t 2 ] + If lIHk-1([t1,t2]) + ill iIHk-1([t 1,t 2]))
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We note that when ||a||c2([ti,t2]) is sufficiently small, (4.11) approximates (4.13) well
and we can use (4.14) and (4.15) and contraction mapping theorem to obtain the
following extension result. There is a constant c 3 = c3(Ao) > 1, such that for any
given solution a(t) of (4.11) on [0, t), with

sup(||a(t)|HHI + ki(t)HHI) El < C3, (4.16)
[0,T)

extends (uniquely) to a solution & on [0, T+ d), d E (0, 1) depending only on A0, with

sup (H16(t)IIH1 + IaMt)II) c3E. (4.17)
[T,T+d)

In particular, for any given 0 < Ei < c3 , we can extend the solution a to an interval
[0, T) (possibly with T, = oc) such that

||a(t)IIH1 + fl&(t)j H E l1, on [0,T.) (4.18)

and in case T, < oo,

lim(jja(t)|Ijl + II&(t)IHw) = E1 (4.19)

On t E [0, T), we take the t derivative of (4.11), we find that & satisfy the following
equation

w - Lw + Rw = 0 (4.20)

where L is the linearization of -(d*o+aFAo+a+dAod* a) at a = 0. R is a differentiable
linear operator such that D'R : H' - Hk are continuous and ||DiR11 < c4ei for
0 < i < 2 and 0 < k < 2- i. (The norms are operator norms for the above spaces, we
use the fact that H' C C 3,"). Notice that there are regularity estimates for solutions
to (4.20).

We have the following claim

If 6 E (0, min{p/1 : p > 0}), where pj are eigenvalues of L, there exists
E2 = E2(6, L) E (0, 1), such that if E, < E2 and if & is a solution to (4.20)
on [0, T,) with (4.18) holds , let S(i) = sup[T+i-1,T+i] et|ja(t)jj, then

S(2) > max{S(1), e } = S(3) ;> S(2) (4.21)

This claim may be proved by the similar methods as in Lemma 14 we used before,
i.e., first prove it for the linearize equation, in which case the proof is simple because
the solution can be written as combinations of eigenfunctions and then prove it for
the nonlinear perturbed equation (4.20) by contradiction using a blow-up argument
to reduce to the linear case.
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To summarize, there exists E = 61(6, Ao) E (0, E2) such that if 6 < Ei and if

aol IH+2 < E, then there exists a(t) solution of (4.11) on [0, T.), a(0) = ao and
T, < T, - 1, such that (4.18) and (4.19) hold and

jji(t)jj < Ee e, t < T1 (4.22)

II(t)| ;I> c5-1 e, I Ti < t < T* - 1 (4.23)

We assume E < a (- as in Lemma 15, choose E1 smaller if necessary) and E = E4/0 (0
91

as in Lemma 15), i.e., we take a = ( and 61 = Ea. We shall use the elliptic functional
E(a) = YM(Ao + a) for a E Ker(d~0 ).

If .(a(Ti)) < E(0) - E, then (4.4) holds with T* replaced by T and we are done.
We assume 9(a(Ti)) > E(0) - E in the following. We have

||a(t)|| c,-, 0 < t < T1 . (4.24)

Since E is small, we have that in (4.11) that

dAGA(*[a, *a]) C5 6jj < 1 Hal

Hence the assumption of Lemma 15 is satisfied by a(t) for t E [0, T*) and

sup ||a(t)JI - ||a(T1)jI < Ija(t)I|dt (4.25)

" c(E2+ I8(a(Ti)) - 9(0)10)

_ 2+ |a(TI)j| i) < c 6c,

where the estimates on I|a(T)jj'j is obtained through bounds on ||a(T)jj, ||&(T1)J|
together with the estimates (4.14) and (4.15).

Now by interior estimates (4.15),

I1a(t)IIH1 + jI&(t)IIHI < cE, 1 t < T* - 2. (4.26)

If E1 is sufficiently small, then by the previous extension results and estimates we
have

1
||a(t)|IIH + !&(t1HHI < 1 , 0 < t < T,, if T* < oo. (4.27)

This is a contradiction to (4.19). Hence T* = oc and from (4.25) we haveJ00
||&(t)||dt < CE2 < 00. (4.28)

Hence there is L2 limit for a(t) as t -+ oo, from previous elliptic estimates we see that
this convergence is actually smooth and the limit a, gives rise to a smooth Yang-Mills
connection A 1 = A0 + a1 . Theorem 4 is proved.
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